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Preface

This monograph was prepared as part of a three-phase project entitled "The

Effectiveness of U.S. Military Training Activities in Promoting Internal Defense

and Development in the Third World." The purpose of this project is to assess
the effectiveness of programs to train U.S. and foreign military personnel in

foreign internal defense (FID) and internal defense and development (IDAD),
respectively, to examine the benefits that the United States derives from these

programs, and to consider how future efforts can be improved and strengthened.

The results of the first phase of the project were published as a Note: Taw,

Jennifer Morrison, and William H. McCoy, International Military Student Training:

Beyond Tactics, N-3634-USDP, 1993. It surveys current U.S. international military

student (IMS) training in internal defense and development as well as the
training of the U.S. military in FID and related areas. The Note also examines the

broader social, political, and military issues related to U.S. FID/IDAD training
and makes preliminary recommendations regarding U.S. FID/IDAD training.

This monograph is one of three presenting the results of six comparative case

studies prepared for the second phase of the project, in which the effectiveness of

U.S. military training of international military students is examined. These
regional case studies examine whether U.S. training provided to foreign military

students promotes human rights, professionalism, democratic values, national

development, and appropriate civil-military relations, as well as meeting the
general goals of the international military education and training (IMET)

program. This monograph focuses on Thailand and the Philippines.

The project's final phase will provide general recommendations for improving

the organization, dispensation, doctrine, and focus of future U.S. FID/IDAD
training efforts, and specific recommendations for the key countries identified in

the case studies.

The research presented here was conducted for the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Special Operations and Low Intensity Conflict (ASD SO/UC) within

the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy. It was carried out within
the International Security and Defense Strategy program of RAND's National

Defense Research Institute (NDRI), a federally funded research and development
center sponsored by the Office of the Secretary of Defense and the Joint Staff.
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Summary

U.S. security assistance, particularly military training activities, is considered an
extremely economical means of achieving a broad spectrum of U.S. military and
foreign policy goals in the developing world. Most military training activities are
funded either through the Foreign Military Sales (FMS) program or through the
international military education and training (110T) program. FMS training
usually accompanies and supports defense materiel sales. IMET training on the
other hand, is intended to complement FMS training by promoting
professionalism, improved leadership and management capabilities, and non-
system-specific technical skills.

The IMET program's annual budget is relatively low, yet the program is
generally considered cost-effective. Each year the United States trains thousands
of international military students, usually in courses that both the United States
and the students' home countries agree are appropriate to the countries' defense
needs. The effects of such training are then multiplied when students trained in
the United States return to their home countries and act as instructors, replicating
the courses they took in the United States using US. training materials and
doctrine. Finally, military students selected for training in the United States often
subsequently attain leadership positions in their countries' militaries or civilian
governments and are frequently more accessible to the United States-and
amenable to U.S. interests-4han are their counterparts.

Internal Defense and Development Versus
Democratization

IMEr training may be used in support of foreign countries' internal defense and
development (IDAD) strategies, which encompass the "fuHl range of measures
taken by a nation to promote its growth and protect itself from subversion,
lawlessness, and insurgency."' IDAD is each country's own responsibility. For
example, the United States may provide foreign internal defense (FID)2 to a host

Mip vy Opem0om in Lom nsty Cmnft, Field Manual 100-20/AFP 3-20, Washington, D.C.:
Hadarer, Department of dw Army amd de Ar FRoi, Dcmer 1990, Glossary-S.2piO ln dkse (FID) is delined as -partcipation by civilian m milituy agencies of a
Sovermwt in pso act progtn taby another govemmnent to free md protect its society

and im.rgency Dqe urnt of Dfeue Dtowny of Mility and
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nation, but it will not provide IDAD. This distinction between FID and IDAD
becomes blurred, however, vis-&-vis training. The United States may provide
training in support of foreign nations' IDAD efforts, either deliberately or
in.dentally.3

IDAD has two complementary components: internal defense (which can include
counterinsurgency, counterterrorism, riot-control, or other internal defense
missions) and internal development (nation-building). The United States has
trained foreign militaries in skills relevant to each. However, controversy

surrounds the training- Detractors argue that both internal defense and internal
development are civilian, not military, responsibilities, and that U.S. training in

IDAD skills weakens militaries' respect for civilian authority.

Members of the United States Congress, concerned about precisely these issues,

advocate limiting IDM) training, promoting instead training in the skills and
concepts required for eventual democratization, including

" civil-military relations,

* human rights,

* defense resource management, and

* military justice.5

Congress therefore passed the Foreign Operations Appropriations Act (P.L.101-
513) in FY 1991, mandating that not less than $1 million of IMET funds shall be
set aside for

developing, iniating conducting and evaluating courses and other
programs for training foreign civilian and military officials in managing
and administering foreign military establishments and budgets, and for
training foreign military and civilian officials in creating and maintaining
effective military judicial systems and military codes of conduct, including
observance of internationally recognized human rights... [civilian
personnell shall include foreign government personnel of ministries other
than ministries of defense if the military education and training would (i)
contribute to responsible defense resource management, (ii) foster greater
respect for and understanding of the principle of civilian control of the

Aswai Temu, JCS PublicatIon 1-02, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, December
1969, p.1=

3Many of the skills mlitaries are trained n for cnventional warfare are relevant to IDAD,
including eanwetin medical, communications, transportation, and constabulary skills.

41n 1978, Congrs amended the Foreign Assistance Act to incorporate a human-rights clause in
the ststment of IMET obective Chapter 5, Section 543 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as
amended by the Intematonal Security A ance Act of 1978 (22 US.C. 2347b).

S.. Congares, Cmgsimal Picord, 102d Conges, 1st Smion, VoL 137, No. 77,21 May 1991,
p. S6258, ad Vol. 13, No. 9, Part 1, 14January 1991, p. 584L
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military, or (iii) improve military justice systems and procedures in
accordance with internationally recognized human rights.

The Defense Security Assistance Agency is the lead agent in developing and

assigning appropriate courses for this expanded IMET (IMET-E) program, and

security assistance officers in host nations are responsible for promoting foreign

military and civilian attendance.6 The basic assumption underlying IMET-E is

that training foreign civilian and military personnel in issues related to civil-
military relations can help promote the consolidation of democracy in host

nations.7 At the very least, IMEr-E provides an opportunity to familiarize future

foreign military and civilian leaders with US. political values and practical
means by which to operationalize such values.

Thailand

Although the Thai military has become heavily involved in WDAD since the mid-

1970s, US. training has played little, if any, role in such endeavors. Indeed, by
mutual agreement with the Thais, US. training has been predominantly

conventional since the withdrawal of U.S. troops in 1975-1976. The Thai

military's involvement in nation-building, moreover, although nominally

undertaken in the name of democratization, appears to serve the selfish interests

of the military and individual military officers as much as the broader goal of

internal development. Ongoing projects will be cancelled and new, higher

profile projects begun as senior officers rotate through and seek to aggrandize
their own contributions to rural development. 8 US. IDAD training under such

circumstances could only have further promoted the military's usurpation of

civilian responsibilities and power.

Training in the tenets of democracy, civil-military relations, military justice, and

defense resource management,9 on the other hand, would be helpful to both

civilian and military personnel in Thailand. Thailand clearly fits Samuel

6rhe a's emphasis on tain civltans is also new and is intended to famiiarife foreign
dvilw offical with eair miars' funcom ad budgets, treby futher helpng to promoe
fotit miltar"s' tdbnatioim to cila Cotro

The role of BMET in democmtlzatlon has bun a muet of otgres concern. See, for
SRaord, 14 January 1991, p. S850-

%tMews with Dr. Suchit Dubngln Dean of Political Science, Chualongkom Universty,
and with a U. Army officer, Bangkok, June 1992; It must be cautioned that in h limited tm
available to her, the suthor did wt have accem to all poeiMe sourcs. In some instcm, thereore,
other eding paints of view may not be reprewt

9Depfte the May 1992 riots, the US. goverment consides the Thai military's human-rights
reozd to be acceptable. ni with U.S. Assistant Army Attach6 to the US. Embassy, Bangkok.
June 1992.
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Huntington's "cyclical model of despotism and democracy. " 10 If the changes
under former-Prime Minister Anand, which began to bring the military under
civilian control, are to be continued and successful, the military must not only
accept limitations on its role and acquiesce to civilian control, but the civilian
government must inspire confidence and trust.

In the past, Thai civilian governments have been so corrupt that the public has
simply accepted the military stepping in to "clean things up."11 One foreign
bureaucrat visiting Thailand remarked that "democratic government and dean
government are presented as alternatives rather than complements."' 2 Thai
political scientist Kramol Thongthammachart wrote that Thai political parties
have always been overshadowed by military intervention in government because
they themselves have little understanding of the democratic systenm1 3

Yet Thailand is now being run by a prime minister who is considered honest, and

the military's control over government and private enterprise is being
challenged. These are precisely the types of changes that IMET-E is intended to
support. Some senior Thai commanders have expressed interest in such training

and could clearly benefit from greater exposure to the skills and concepts

required for increased democratization and improved civil-military relations.

The fledgling JME-E program in Thailand requires further development but

finds itself in a fertile environment The issue of IMET-E funding will have to be

addressed, however. At this point, selection of such courses involves sacrificing

some of the more conventional courses the Thais have traditionally chosen. At a

time when the overall number of Thais trained in the United States is declinin&

this could be a serious problem.14 If host nations are required to spend a portion

lOSemuel Huntingtm in "Will More Countries Become Democratic?" Political Science Qwaterly,
Vol 99, No. 2, Summer 19K4, p. 210, describes this form of demoaatic "development" as the "cycdical
model of a trnating despotism and democracy .... In this case, key elites normally accept, at least
superficially, the legitimacy of democratic forms. Elections are held from time to time, but rarely is
thee any sustained succession of governments coming to power through the electoral process.
Governments are as often the product of military interventions as they are of elections. Once a
military junta takes over, it will normally promise to return power to civilian rule. In due course, it
does so. ... In a praetorian situation like this, neithe authoritarian nor democratic institutions are
effectively institutionalized.-

llindeed, this is a potential problem with US. pressure on foreign militaries to accede to civilian
authority. In Thailand and the Philippines, as in many other countries, the civilian leaders have
proven to be as corrupt as the military-if not more so.

12Ckted in Wallace, Charles P., "Graft and Gunplay Herald Thai Election," Los Angeles Thm,
17 March 1966.

130ted in Handley, Paul, "Open to Offers," Far Eastern Economic Review, 13 February 1992,
pp. 16-17.

"This issue will not be easily resolved, however. Funding for IMET has always been very
limited, in part because of congressional reluctance to deal with Third World militaries, many of
which ae indeed guilty of human-rights violations, corruption, and authoritarian politic.
Nonetheless, as is disc ed in the Cornclusion, for improvn and maintining foreign reltions,

nding for IMET is money well spent IMET allows the United States to generate relationships with
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of their IMEr funds on IMEr-E courses, it will suggest that the United States is
more interested in exposing host-nation civilian and military personnel to U.S.

values and ideals than in training them in military skills and developing close
and cooperative military-to-military relationships. This makes IMEr-E a price to

pay for host nations, rather than an opportunity, and could breed bad blood
between them and the United States.

Philippines

Although internal defense and development are important missions for the
Philippine military, the United States does not train many Filipinos in these

areas. On the one hand, the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) has
developed its own counterinsurgency (COIN) strategy, and therefore requires

little internal defense training from the United States; on the other hand,
although the United States provided substantial financial support as well as

equipment for rural development activities prior to the forced withdrawal of its

bases, actual training in civic action is mostly limited to joint-combined exercises.
The Joint United States Military Assistance Group (JUSMAG) Philippines,

nonetheless, includes nation-building as one of the goals supported by U.S.
training.

It is dear that both the Philippine government and military could benefit from
exposure to the theoretical issues IMET-E is intended to address. Democracy

remains tenuous in the Philippines in the aftermath of Marcos' "presidency":
The government is still riddled with corruption, and democratic institutions
continue to be misused. Moreover, the Philippine military has lost its traditional

respect for civilian authority, continues to perpetrate brutal human-rights abuses,

and has failed to stamp out the two insurgencies that have plagued the country
for more than 20 years. Finally, the Philippines' internal and external defense

efforts are threatened by the country's persistent lack of financial resources.

Yet, although the JUSMAG Philippines is successfully promoting IMET-E to the
AFP, which has expressed interest in such courses, the AFP has indicated that it

will not feel free to select IMET-E courses as long as they must be financed out of
the general IMET funds. Technical and tactical training will continue to take

precedence over such courses, especially given the decline in IMET funds in 1993,

future leade&--* Iong-term benefit that a rich collection of anecdotes suggests is quite useful in terms
of influence and leverage. Indeed, in an interview (Bangkok, June 1992), the chief of training at the
Joint United States Military Assistance Group, Thailand (JUSMAGTHAI), warned that US relations
with Thailand in 20 yearn will suffer from the suspension of training between 1990 and 1992, as well
as from the decrease in training as of 1993.
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the Philippines' new need for external defense capabilities, and the ongoing
counterinsurgency efforts. Like Thailand, the Philippines provides a fertile
environment for IMET-E but cannot afford to sacrifice more traditional courses
for such training. And, as in Thailand, for the United States to require the
Philippines to use some of its limited IMET funds for IMET-E can only be
expected to breed resentment, thus undermining one of the fundamental goals of
the IMET program: cooperative and mutually beneficial military-to-military and
government-to-government relations.

Conclusion

Although IMET training is a very small program with a very small budget, it has
an impact beyond its size. Not easily quantified in dollars and cents, the success
of IMET lies in the prestige and quality of U.S. training that motivates foreign
countries to seta their best and their brightest military students for courses in the
United States. The United States has the opportunity to expose friendly and
allied nations' future leaders to the U.S. system and culture, thus generating
mutual understanding and durable working relationships. Such exposure may
not translate into direct influence-in neither the Philippines nor Thailand could
it be said that the military in general behaves consistently with US. ideals,
despite U.S.-trained leaders-but at the very least it provides a common
language for negotiations (literally and figuratively).

that said, IMET training nonetheless has obvious limitations. It helps develop
military-to-military relationships but does not guarantee U.S. influence. It can
expose foreign military students to U.S. culture, ideals, and values, but it cannot
guarantee that they will choose to--or be able to-reproduce them in their own
countries. It can improve individuals' military skills, but it cannot guarantee that
those individuals will use them appropriately. It can provide training materials
and experience, but it cannot guarantee that a country will develop an
independent training capability.

For example, U.S.-trained military personnel were represented among both the
rebel and the loyal troops in the Philippine coup attempts. Despite years of
exposure to U.S. democracy, senior U.S.-trained Thai military officers continue to
believe that the military must play a central, paternalistic role in democratization.
The Philippine military, once strongly influenced by civilian control of the
military in the United States, has now changed, despite ongoing IMET training.
Exposure to U.S. values and mores has not prevented the Philippine military
from perpetrating human-rights abuses. Neither the Philippine nor the Thai
armed forces have developed an independent training capability in conventional
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tactics or techniques, despite 40 years of U.S. training. U.S. relations with the
Thai and Philippine military leaderships are cordial and allow for military
cooperation in joint exercises, but such relations do not necessarily translate into
political influence.15

What is true of IMET training in general is equally true of the IDAD training
provided under INET. The United States can train foreign militaries in civic
action and related internal development skills, but, as in Thailand, such training
can be used to enrich the military and extend its control over traditionally
civilian enterprises and responsibilities. Or, as in the Philippines, such training
can be lost to the military and the country as military technicians retire for higher
paying civilian jobs in foreign countries. Nor is US. )AD training a priority for
the Thai and Philippine militaries. Provided with limited IMET funds, both the
Philippines and Thailand prefer highly technical and/or advanced U.S. training
in mostly conventional skills.

Finally, the expanded NMET program is intended to promote human rights, fair
military judiciaries, effective resource management, and civilian control over
armed forces. The program is still in its infancy, and even at its peak it cannot
promise to wring reforms out of recalcitrant militaries. But it is significant in
signaling a new policy in the United States for promoting democratic reforms
among NEr recipients. It reflects the U.S. Congress' intention to shift from
training foreign militaries in infrastructural development to exposing them to
American political values. Whereas, in the past, impetus toward eventual
democratizationt was held to be a by-product of foreign military students'
exposure to U.S. culture and values, IMET-E provides actual courses in basic
elements of democratic reform. Unfortunately, IMER-B is funded out of general
IMET funds. At a time when countries' annual IMET allocations are in many
cases being reduced, it is unlikely that countries will select IMET-E courses over
more traditional US. military training. Yet, if host nations' militaries are
required to pay for IMET-E courses out of their general MET allocations, they
can be expected to be frustrated and angry-especially the militaries, as they
watch DNET funds going to civilians-and the IMET program itself will be
further burdened. Both IMET and IMET-E deserve adequate funding, especially
given the relatively few dollars actually required.

1 rth banilm and linft'ofDErare lcussed in Mmoks, Spiro C, d LmisJ Same o,
'flwUnited State hoommonal Military Educatio and MA Program A Report to
Coapas." 7a DISAM ond of Mlnwfaioul Smii Assiftan M gmt, Vol. IZ No. 3, Spring
1990, pp. 46
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1. Introduction

We have three broad regional objectives for the future. First, we wish to
maintain an overall environment of stability and regional balance in which
democracies can flourish and economies can grow. This is best served by
presence, positive involvement, security assistance, and by building trust
and confidence. Second, we will want to continue to expand bilateral
military-to-military relationships throughout the region where such
relationships support U.S. security, economic, and political interests.
Finally, we should maintain a deterrent posture where circumstances
warrant ... our overall goal is to provide a security umbrella for Asia and
the Pacific under which US. national interests can be attained, democracies
can flourish, free trade and commerce can prosper, and human rights can
be preserved. To achieve this goal we seek access and influence in
peacetime; we prepare to deter aggression in time of crisis; and, if U.S.
interests, citizens, or allies are attacked or threatened, we are ready to
respond promptly and decisively.1

-Admiral Huntington Hardisty, Commander in Chief,
US. Pacific Command

U.S. security assistance to developing nations is generally believed to be a cost-

effective means of achieving a broad range of American military and political

goals in the developing world. Beyond the clear advantage of maintaining
military-to-military relationships, American security assistance is assumed to

translate into some measure of political influence, as welL Through such

influence, the United States can encourage host nations to develop stable,

democratic institutions and increased respect for human rights. U.S. military

training activities, in particular, are considered an inexpensive and effective
means of achieving these military and political goals: They preclude basing large

numbers of U.S. forces overseas and introduce international military students
directly to concepts and skills that are often relevant to democracy and human

rights.

This monograph examines past and present U.S. military training and advisory
efforts in Thailand and the Philippines in an attempt to determine the

effectiveness of such efforts in promoting the institutional and attitudinal
changes required for infrastructural and/or democratic development. Among

the issues considered are the character of each country's political and military

IUSCoflJU, Hose, Committee on Appropriations, Hawings on MiUltay Cmstructwn
Appro m 1991, 101t Congress, 2d Sessik, Part 5, 28 February 1990, pp. 168-169.
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institutions; each country's internal defense and development plans; and the

nature of U.S. training efforts within each country.

This monograph is divided into six sections. Section 2 identifies issues involved

in development and democratization. Sections 3 and 4 examine U.S. military

training of Thai and Philippine military students, respectively, and offer

preliminary measures of effectiveness. Section 5 compares and contrasts the case

studies, then seeks to elucidate the principal difficulties encountered by the

United States in trying to reform and influence the host nations' militaries and

governments. Section 6 considers the possibility of resolving these difficulties

and the potential means of doing so.
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2. Promoting Internal Defense and
Development

WDAD Versus Democratization: U.S. Training of
Foreign Militaries

Internal Defense and Development Training

IDAD-internali defense and development-is a strategy encompassing the "full
range of measures taken by a nation to promote its growth and protect itself from
subversion, lawlessniess, and insurgency."I MDAD is each country's own
responsibility. For example, the United States may provide foreign internal
defense (FID) to a host nation, but it will not provide IDAD. This distinction
between FID and MDAD becomes blurred, however, vis-&-vis training. The
United States may provide training in support of foreign nations' MDAD efforts,
either deliberately or icidentaliy.3 U.S. goals in providing such training include

* promoting a host nation's stability by creating effective internal security
form,

* promoting a host nation's stability by involving the military in
infasrutualdevelopment, thereby improving the militaiys image while

providing needed services to the public; and

" fostering US.-host-nation government-to-government and military-to-
Military relations. 4

I~l~tyC~u~au a owhnftyC.fi Fui Marnua 100-2D/APP 3-20, WaUhlnio D.C:

Heedquartem eatet fteAm n Air Forme Denber 1990, Glosaar-5.
2 'oeignV intenul *.se (FOD) is defined as ~'~tdalnby dvillan and militay agencie of a

Meedt Tomn. JCS Publication, 1.02 Washington, D.C.: US Goventment Priting Office, Decemnber

19S9~rw of die skill militaare tr ained In for menvuulonal warfare are relevant to IDAD,

includ nitn g n mdical, coimwicatim, trameispation, and conashuby skldk
4This is a genita goa of all US. wmtary ftraiin for forig armed Forms and is not iited to

MDAD btranW
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Th Two Components of IDAD Training

internal Weeise, The United States begw training foreign militaries in
conernur9c in the IM50, when it seemed a necessary means of blocing

communist encroachmet into the developing world. Although there was also
an American effort to train foreign police force in the 1960s through the US.
Department of State's Public Safety Program, the program was deemed too
politically sensitive and was dissolved in 1973.5 The introduction of section 660D
to the Foreign Assistance Act in July 1975 prohibited the United States from
furthe training of foreign police forces.6 It provided additional justification for
the Continued training of foreign militaries in internal defense capabilities.7

Yet coumterinsuirgency training was also sensitive, and the United States feared
that its policy of supporting counterinsurgencies could be seen in some case as
tacit support for authoritarian governments. Training in nation-building skills
was therefore Incorporated into training plans to offset the potentially counter-
democratic effects of cuteinurgency training8

Internal Devielopment (Nation-Duildiztg). In 1962Z the Kennedy adnministration
began inserting civic action programs into military assistance plans for host
nations, the assumption being that training their militaries to provide public
services would enhance host nations' development efforts, thereby leading to
stability, economic and infrastructural, growth, and, eventually,
democratization. 9

kLeever, Ernest, U.S. Pubfklaty Assisiauot An Assmeurn, The Brooings Institution,. 1973;
U. oe tgeaoa and Administrative News, P.L 93-M9, 93rd Congress, 2d Session, 1974, pp.
6706677

6Powel on Dsmn "Miltay Assistance and Militarismn In Wain Americ, 77w Western
Pblitce Qmwterly, Vol XVIIL No. 2, Part 1, June 1965. pp. 390-3921, st1e that internal defense is a
political, not a military issue, and mvgests that the United States provide more training and

eupetotoonsauais He argues that If U&. foreign policy is to foster civilian government, it
mutdirect iternal security assistiance to civilian not military, security agencies. His point was

supported by events in Argentina, where the internafl situati mproved markedly when Interna
n,-were returned to the police, who were betaeuipped and trained to work

w~ith ;-M;,Wmee1t It needs. US. Congress CoerWsloW 102d Congress, 1st Session,
Vol. 137, No. 77,21 May 1991, pp. S625-S6256.

7The rationale behind the enactment of this legislation and the related debate on aid to foreign
policek fres is dlearly summnarized in Mcliugh, Matthew F., et al, Police Aid to Can America:
YoSU siu Lesson, Todays Onio, Arms Control and Foreign Policy Caucus, Waslington, D.C.,
Auus 1966

Sin Mi11sry O~ertiovw in Lw hbtensty Ccivic, December 1990, pp. 2-7, IDAD is described as
ldeally a preemptive strategy against insurgency, however, If an insurgency develops, it is a strategy

for ounerisurenc aciviies... Military actions provide a level of internal security which permits
and suprsgot ihogh balanced development" In an interview on 26 May 1992, the civilian
low Inest ofit(IJC) expert at Fort Huadtuca, Arizona, discussed IDAD and

co~ternsrgmcy(COMN interchangeably.
9There bs an exteive body of academic iterature on national development, within which a

dear distinction is made between democratic, economic, and infrastructural development. To cite
Jut a few wors topez, George A., and Michael Stohl, "Liberalization and Redenrocratization in
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Foreign militaes, with their rigorous organization and large manpower pools,

appeared to be ideally suited to such efforts, which would not only help build
infrstructure but would improve the militaries' public images.I° Such a role for

the military seemed natural to the United States, which had made heavy use of

its own armed forces-particularly the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-in the

nineteet-century development of the western frontiers.11

Furthemore, the United States has long held to the belief that training foreign

militaries in any skills, whether conventional or nonconventional, creates
professional militaries that recognize the limits of their role and submit to civilian

rule. The combined positive effects of internal development efforts and foreign

military professionlizatin were assumed to outweigh any potential damage to

civil-military relations that counuisurgency tmining could cause.

Criticism of DAD Training

Nonethelss, MDAD training has come under fire. Detractors of DAD submit

that both components of IDA)-mlernal defense and internal development-are

civilan, not military, reepo sibilities, and that training foreign militaries in such
skills, far from improving civil-military relations, weakens a military's respect for

civilian authority.U

Opponents of the natio-buiing aspect of VDAD argue that traiing foreign

militaries in intenal development skills simply gives them the edge in the

persistent competition between develop-ng countries' militaries and private

L Ama," PaU1o Sc imc, No. 178, 196, pp. 231-2Z- Hmingon SamueL "Wi More
Countrie Be Denorair NIiWh Sdmw Qmm*, VoL 99, N 2, Summer 1984, pp. 193-218, 'How
Conries Di"rate Poff" Somw Qwftfy, VoL 106, No. 4, 1991-92, 579-616, and Pobi t
Ordff i Csg Sc=W, New HamCan-m.Yae Uiveity Pres, 1966; B, aMn

Mr Weiner, flcwoml Dwveoput and Poliicl Sability,' Dmft, Spring 1961; D@hI Robert
h4.r Pw~4.Im an O~puUunNew Havet, Cmm. Yake Universty Puss, 1971; Lunz Juan,

Larryv w4 =imnadSyorMarti Lipeet Dwasqc in Dewkipin Counrkv Latix Amuka. Voi 4,
Bou"de, Clo0. Lyon. limos PubisherAlds, 1 PowelL, Joh Dama, "Militay Amstmce and
lilitrtm in Latrn America, Ti ms Poihal Qowlky, VoL XVIIL No. 2, Part 1, June 1965,
p.32.

10 mmi., Ham, "ArneidFo Nationa dernaaio, Cmprw Po=it, VoL 16,
No1, October 1963, p.4.

"1Winer, Mumton "Enter Chmlng in NatoDuidn, MW MM&ty Reviw, February 1969,
p. 32.

M view that MAD is a civlianreo ty dmin Aerican tinn where polce
and cvfiin gverrnmi andlor prive enerse an reopoble for itra defmse and

u mp I/. in other cmnrim howeve, the dbtctio between dvilin and miliry
AD b not mary as dear. Nor is iltuay ivm ve t in MAD necesaily reated

ii reldam n S a for e=mnp where the mtary is hw hved in
developm" it nmathele n suberviet toe ciilian authority.
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sectors for profitable domestic contracts. 1 3 In both Honduras and Thailand, for

example, engineering battalions were reconfigured specifically to compete head

to head with private engineering firms 14 Such undertakings enrich the military

at the expense of the private sector, impeding economic development and further

cenftaizn economic power in the bands of the military. Holding both military

and economic power, a country's armed forces are unlikely to completely cede

political power to any civilian goverrnent.15

A General Accounting Office (GAO) study published in June 1990 cites official

U.S. concern regarding the further development of nation-building or IDAD

skills in one country's military because of the "tenuous" civil-military

relationship in that country. 16 A 1971 RAND study17 Contends that Such Concern

is quite reasonable, stating that

l3 hkdeed, nation-building activities have not produced the economic development that was
anticipated. Nation-building cannot be successful unless-as is rarely the case--long-standing social,
cultural, and political attitudes and infrastructures are ameniable, to such an effart. See Harrison,
Lawrence,, !ndenlarvkpnt Is a Stat of Mind, Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1965.
Harrison cites other social scientists who have addressed this sub~et: MyrdaL, Gunnar, Asimi Droan.
An Inqwiy hno Ohe Poverty of~atins, New York: Pantheon, 196; Lewis, W. Arthur W., Thr l~n'y of
Economic Growth, Homnewood, M- Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1955; Winbe, Max, The h~otsita Ethic and
the *"ri of Caphauai, New Yorkc Charles Scrlbrier's Sons, 195O, Scirumpeter, Joseph A., Capitlis,
Socidsnum and Dvowcnu, 3rd ad., New Yarlc Harper Bros., 195D, McClelland, Davi. C., 77L- Achievig
Soddey, Princeton, New Jersey- D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 1961; Almond, Gabriel A., and Sidney
Verba, 27w Civic Cultmr, Boston and Toranto: Litte Drawn and Co., 1963; Banfiekd, Edward C. The
Mora Rosn of a Backard Soddey, Glencoe, DL' Mwt Free Press, 1956; Rangel, Carlos, 77L, Latin
Anrirans 27Mb Lax-Hate Rdsiaup with the Lnitat States, New York and London: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1977.

14inturiviews with Cresenclo (Owls) Armos, U-S Ambassador to Honduras, April 1991; interview
with LTC Robert Ladft Commander, 1st Battalion, 1st Special FocsGroup, Okinawa, japan, May
199Z Schwanz, Benjamin C, -Peacetim Engagement and the Underdeveloped World: The U-S
Military's 'ation Assistance' MissioW unpubise paper, p. 24. Schwarn describes the econmic
power of the militaries of many developing courles especially Lain Amerkcaw: -11w armed forces
of Honduras, M Salvador and Guatemala have created their own banks .. . engage in large-scalie
investment In real estate ad other business ventures, carry out private construction projct for
proft own farms and resorts, and 1 n1o lucrative govrnmen agencies. In a May 1991 interview
with Ambassador Armo, Schwarz was told that the Hoduanmiitr at one point requested
American military engineering equipment to enpand private, for-profit construction projcts.

LrTl is the cuse in Thaid and is increasingly true of the Philippines. For more discussion of
this subject, se Sdrwarz Benjamin. C., ?ecetime Engagement" unpublished paper, pp. 18-39.

16Smwdvy AssnW Okecrwhoins on the Iternational Milta Educaton and Trainig Pmugrn
GAO Briefing Report to Caessonal Requestors, Washington, D.C.: General Accounting

Offie/Ntioal ecuity hafm~udioal ff irsDivision June 1990, p. 26. There was consensus
that the efficacy of training militaries in nation-bulding had to be determined on a case-by-case basis.
US% Officials appeared to believe such training would be appropriate in Peru and Haiti for ocample,
although that ay no longer be the case, gram~ political developments in those two countries sice
199(L

7Ein~adL, Llgi, and Alfred Stepan UL Latin Amerca bMttownal Deveopmet: oungin
Miitay Pprrcle in Peru and Bragi, R-(586-DOS, Santa Monica, Calf. RAND, 1971, pp. 1-57, Pitch,
John Samuel, 'uim igt and the US, ilitary Training Programt Alterntive for Latin
America,' HMan RW ~rl, Val. 3, No. 4, Fall 1961, p. 77. Fitch also cites th Following on this
topic (footnote, p. M.) Fitch, John Samuel, 7w Miltary Coup dEtat as a Politial Procenc. Ecaudor 1948-
1966, Baltim~ore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1977, pp. 136-145, and 162-164;' Stepan. Alfred
C, 77w Mfltar in Politca Chaging Patten in Bradtl, Princeton, New Jersey. Princton University
Press, 1971, pp. 153-187, and 'The New Professionalism of Internal Warfare and Military Role
Expansion,- in Alfred Stepan, ed., Autoraa Brazik Origins, Pofias, and Futur, New Haven
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logic ... suggests that to te extent that military .xpetise, or
profssinalsmis increased in areas of omnterinsurgency, nation-

building and multi-sector development planning, the military would tend
to become more rather than less involved in politics.

Critics also argue that training foreign, militaries in internal defense is
inappropriate. They stress that internal security is a political, not a miulitary,
problem and as better handled by civilian police organizations; than by armed
forces. In contrast to the military, the police constantly interact with the public.
They therefore have the opportunity to build working relationships with the,
populace, resulting in better human intelligence, among othe things. Moreover,
in conttrast to the military, the police are trained to respond to conflicts with
minimum, not maximum, force, such situations are thus resolved with less
violence and less long-term acrimony.' 8

Finally, numerous studies have indlicated that, far from leading to improved
civil-military relations, military professionalization leads to greater military
involvement in politics as militaries perceive their own slls and abilities to
surpass those of the civilian govenmtent. 19

Conn.: Yak Univirsity Press 1973, pp. 47-01, Manla, Ri&4rd Soerin, Giwmiu, and Po112k in
GAhmI, Lexington, Mass: ington BOOK. 1973, pp. 111-118; 5 onsPros, Caesar, Ollie Guatenialmn
Aied F==ve Military Development and National~olitics, ppe presented to the Lat American
Studies Association ContvetioN Atlant Georgia. MarchI 96~ 32- )(enins BWan, a"d caesa

onua, 1)5 .Miltary Asmistigie lan di h atemalMan OudF adSL~
VoL 3, Sunar1977, pp. 575-59;Roseldi, Daid m S an, CasrSrsrs, Arm. Tnum~v, D*omq,
;and Saow~y in Latin Anmim and Bqusd, Santa Moini, Calif-: RAND, P.600, October 1977. pp. 20-
2, O'Donnel Gulernic h~Wmbii and Barmuaum* Anfhmilarmdm, Berkely, Calif.: huitute of
rAternational Studies, 1973, pp. 154-165, Lawental Abraham 'Azmin and Politki Ini

AmrcW WOWl P112k, 27, October 1974, pp. 12-M, Cosbeti Charles "Pollts and
Pr 61i'mril:Th South Aala Militl,- In Brian Lovemoan and Thoam Davies, eds., 77w

PPlobtio; of i-P-ltti 770 Mility. Lati Ammotc, Unohit, Nelir. University of Nebraska Press
1978, pp. 2D-21; Flock, John Samuel 'he Political Casueqmnaces of U.S Military Assistance to Ltinm
Ameria, Armued Force; and Soddsy, VoL.5, Sprfng 1979, pp. 380.-38

18 TJ5 Conigiess, Congreniouel Remeor, 102d Congress, 1st Sesskon VoL.137, No. 77, 21 May 1991,
PP.5765. Foram Senator Alan Crantompae --- teffacts ofiltayWpic

aprahswith interal defaen A mtn.See also Hoffman, Brm otifr awDavid
ArnldLauumfr Cmkupuuy ~uugmuv 7w Rh~Inn awezwv Sant monkscamal

RAND, R-3996-A, 1991, pp. 4446 and 50t
191is early as 1965, scholars were making this argument. John Duncan Powell agued that -the

shift in emnphasis fr-om henmieic security to nteral secuity capabilities (pursued by the Kenniedy
adninistionJ will muke the Latin American military bette traine ard equpped than ever to
intervene in the pltial"a of their natioi ns. MilAryaitam nd iaei in Latin
America, 27w l.~enx oW Quertrly, Vol. XVUL, No. 2ZPr 1, June1965, p38&. Powell goes on
to demonstrate how unpopular his view was within the UIS governent at te tiate, on pp. 388-M8.
See also FickJohnfSamuel, Hum Right and the US Military Trning Progra Alternatives for
Latin America, Human Bight Quarterty, Vol. 3, No. 4, Pall 1961, p. 7L For more on the effects of

proessonalzalo, u Ut folowngAbrahamason Dengt, Militay A ofmionaliaion and Political
Poser, Beverly Hill, C=i: Sagpblcto, 197Z,- Fine, Samuel, 77w Men an Hoftvba* The Roof
Vie Militay in ftft2v, New York Fredeick Praege, 1962 Dienem, Henry, -Amwd Forme and
National Modernization.' -Comjvest Poli, Vol. 16 , No. 1, October 1963, p. 10, Lefewe, Ernest W.,
"Am*i Transfers, Military Traning and Domestic Poliic," Arms Trnfers in thw Modern World,
Stephanie C. Neuman and Robert L. Hariavy, eds., New York: Praeger Pulishers, 1979, p. 284.
Dimmeargues that we canno asamie that militaries are the mtost organized or mnodernity-Orited
societal kstitidopi, nam even that they are most conernted with the preservation of the state. Ernest
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Training in Democratic Values and Institutions

Members of the US. Congress, concerned about precisely these issues, advocate
limiting IDAD traiing and instead promoting traning in the skills and concepts
required for democratization, including

* civil-military relations,

* human rights,2°

* defense resource management, and

* military justice.21

Of course, all international military students (IMS) trained in the continental
United States (CONIUS) are exposed to American values and culture. The
Department of Defense Informational Program (IP)22 was established in 1965 to
formalize this exposure to some extent, by providing IMS with opportunities to
visit US government institutions and other points of interest, such as labor
unions, media offices, and factories. The Informational Program represents a
deliberate attempt to impress foreign students with the values and theories
needed for democratization in their own countries. However, the IP is a
voluntary program and provides exposure to, but not training in, democratic
values and concepts.

Deeming such informal exposure to US. democratic values and institutions

insufficient, Congress passed the Foreign Operations Appropriations Act
(P.L 101-513) in FY 1991, mandating that not less than $1 million of IMET funds

shall be set aside for

developing, initiating, conducting and evaluating courses and other
programs for training foreign civilian and military officials in managing
and administering foreign military establishments and budgets, and for

Lefee suggests tat, although IF. alation leads to orderlins and moderaton, some
orderly govemnt am repre.svm

201n 1978, Conress amended the Foreign Assistance Act to incrporte a human rihts cause in
thestatement of robecve Chapter 5, Section M3 of the Foregn Assistance Act of 1%1, as
amwde by the im Security Assistance Act of 19 (22 U.S.C. 237b).

21US. C=o e, CgmomWa Remd, 102d Congress, 1st Sessimon, VoL 137, No. 77, 21 May 1991,
p.562S6, and VoL 137, No. 9, Pat I 14 January 1991, p. S84&

%he purpose of the normational Program is defined in the lont Semuty Asssnce (ISAT)
Rquisatl, Army Regulation 12-15, SBCNAVWNST 4950 4, APR 50-29, Washingon, D.C.:
Headquarters, Departmens of the Army, the Navy, and Air Force, 28 Pebruary 1990, Chapter 11. The

, whichas ben in ctuous operation since 1%5, is iteded to expose IMS to U.S. goverrimet
institutons, the media, minority problems, the purpose and scope of labor unions, the American
economc system, and US. ptuii-education institution. Them aen few guidelines regarding the
implenmation of the IP, which i entirely the responsibility of the individual international military
student officer at each US. training fadlity. The Informational Program is funded at approximately
53 millon per yer.
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training foreign military and civili officals in ceating and maintaining
e military judicial systems and military codes of conduct, including

observance of internationally recognized human rights.. Icivilian
persnnl t shall include foreign government personnel of mintries other
than ministries of defense if the military education and training would (i)
contribute to responsible defense resource management, (ii) foe greeter
respect for and understanding of the principle of cvilian control of th
military, or (iii) improve military justice systems and procedures in
ac-ordance with inteirationally recognized human rights.

The Defense Security Assistance Agency is the lead agent in developing and

assigning appropriate courses for this expanded MET (IMET-E) program, and
security assistance officers in host nations are responsible for promoting foreign
military and civilian attendance.23 The basic assumption underlying IMET-E is
that training foreign civilian and military personnel in issues related to civil-
military relations, human rights, etc., can help promote the consolidation of
democracy in host nations.24 At the very least, IMUT-E provides an opportunity
to familiarize future foreign military and civilian leaders with US. political
values and practical means by which to operatonalize such values.

Only seven courses out of the 2,000 existing military courses meet the critera for
NfEr-B, however. New courses are therefore being developed to address the
specific goals of IMET-E. The defense resource management course (offered
through the Defense Resource Management Institute at Monterey, California), for
example, has added mobile education teams to meet the needs of foreign civilian
and military personnel and has already been well attended worldwide. The
Defense Security Assistance Agency (DSAA) is also supporting the development
of the US. Air Force Special Operations School's course on civil-military
strategies for internal development (CMSID) under the IMET-E program, as well
as the Naval Justice School's development of a military justice and/or human
rights course.25

Extent of Training's Influence

The United States is thus in the process of reconsidermg training in infra-
structural development and of promoting training in democratic development.

2 1e act's emphasis on traknt civilians is also new ad is intended to familiarize foreign
dvli officials with ther miltarim finctions and budgets, thereby hrther helping to promote
furei miltarie"subordlnabum to civilian control.

role of SM in dmmocrm n has ben a subject of congressioal concer. See, for
exain iam d Rmcord, 14 January 1991, p. S50.

Owith Hank Garza, SAA, January and May 1992 and February 1993.
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Yet, the influence of U.S. training on foreign development, whether
infrastructural or democratic, should be understood in context Although U.S.
military training can have a marginal effect on a country's internal politics, that
effect is minor relative to the many larger influences on the direction a country's
development will take, including social, historical, religious, economic, and
international factors.26 Even related, but contradictory, U.S. foreign policies can
undermine the effectiveness of "developmental" training.27 Thus, although
United States officials claim that U.S.-trained foreign military personnel are more
professional than their domestically trained counterparts, no consistent behavior
is attributable to U.S.-trained officers. Some officers commit human-rights
violations; others participate in disaster relief. Some officers use civic action
projects to enrich themselves; others provide genuine developmental aid.
Indeed, U.S.-trained officers have participated in military coups on both the
loyalist and rebel sides.23

The few months a foreign military student spends in the United States are
unlikely to radically alter his cultural, social, or political views. International
military students may acquire an improved understanding of the American
political system and social culture, and some may develop an affection for the
United States, but studies suggest that the majokity of IMS will return to their
home countries with the same basic Weltarnscuung as when they left.29

In the following case studies of Thailand and the Philippines, the extent and
effects of US. IMET training in IDAD are examined in order to assess the validity
of the various arguments for and against such training. The potential utility of

26 Wolf, Charles, Jr., United States P61 4, the Thin d World, Boston, Mass.: Little, Brown and Co.,
1967, p. 109.

27In Thailand, for example, the United States cancelled IMET funds, to protest the 1992 coup,
but continued to sell American weapons to the Thai military, arguing that such a policy prevented
the lose of influence in Thailand that the United States would suffer were Thailand to be less
dependent on U.S. arms and materiel. Indeed, there are many scholars who argue that training is
provided to influence not internal politics but foreign polcies that regimes of every type (e.g.,
authoritariam, democratic, and socialist), regardless of their internal politics, have received US.
security assistance (and training) because of the effects such aid is assumed to have on US. foreign
policy interests. See, for ecampl Lefever, Ernest W., "Arms Transfers, Military Training, and
Domestic Politics," in Stephanie G. Neuman and Robert E. Harkavy, eds., An Transfr in the
Modem World, New Yorlc Praeger Publishers, 1979, pp. 276 and 282.

2rnest W. Lefever (1979, p. 279) makes a good point when he writes: "This does not mean that
military aid has not had influence on domestic politics, but it does mean that its influence may be felt
in several direction at the same time."

"Lewme, 1979, p. 279.
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the IMET-E program is also examined in the context of each country's political-
military situation. Finally, the general success of IMET training in meeting U.S.
goals and in protecting U.S. interests in the two case-study countries is evaluated.
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3. Thailand

History

Political Role of the Thai Military

Since its inception in the late nineteenth century, the Thai military has played a

dominant role in domestic politics. Such political involvement fell naturally to

the military, which had evolved directly from the ranks of the bureaucracy.

Indeed, prior to 1851, no distinction was made in Thailand between politicians

and soldiers In the event that an army was needed, the bureaucrats were

responsible for raising and leading it. Therefore, even as the military was

developing into a formal institution, it retained close ties to domestic politics. In

1905, for example, when Thailand was still run by the royal family, the crown

prince became the commander in chief of the army; in 1912, the king himself

created and led the Council of National Defense, an organization that equated

military and civil affairs.1

The military retained its political power after the coup d'etat that brought

Thailand a constitutional monarchy in 1932. Over the next 60 years, the military

staged 17 coups, imposed martial law repeatedly, and remained in de facto

control of the government. Nonetheless, the Thai military continually sought to

legitimize its rule by cloaking it in the guise, and even relative substance, of

democracy.2 For most of those years, opposition parties were allowed to form,

the press operated freely, and elections were held for civilian posts within the

wilms, David A., The Military in Thai Plitcs, in John J. Johrnso" ed.,The Role of the Miutwy
in Llndf~dezreda Cauntrin, Priceton New Jersey. Princtom University Press, 1962. pp. 254-255.

21en.ch-educated Thai civilian, military, and royal leaders had been "westernizers" since as

early as the mid-nineteenth antury, and they had tried over the years to implement as much
democracy as aemed appr te within their own system and culture Comments by Guy Pauker,
Santa Monica, RAND, t 199.
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government.3 The military even competed in elections, through parties formed
by various military factions.4

Over time, the Thai military cyclically allowed the popularly elected House of
Representatives to grow and attain increasing political independence, although
the military did sponsor legislation intended to slow the trend. With the
February 1991 coup, the Thai military again reasserted its control. It reorganized
the government and, as it had in the past, arranged for elections, which took
place in March 1992.

For the most part, the Thai public has acquiesced to the military's involvement in
domestic politics. The hierarchical organizing principles of the military have
been completely harmonious with Thai culture5 and have represented such
traditional Thai values as respect, deference, and loyalty. Moreover, King
Bhudipol Aduldej, who is idolized within Thailand, has endorsed the military's
political role.

With Thailand's rapid economic development, however, public concern about
the military's domestic influence and pressure for real democracy have
increased. This tendency was thrown into sharp relief in May 1992 with the riots
and demonstration that followed the appointment to prime minister of General
Suchinda Kraprayoon. The March 1992 elections had brought a conservative
five-party coalition into power, a coalition that was initially intended to appoint
Narong Wongwan, a civilian, to the prime ministership. Narong was forced to
decline the position because of a US. State Department announcement that he

ArC Lllure Kimin -Asan Military Regiam Political Systems and Style and Sodao-Economic
Ipaper p -parfor the Symposium an 'Regional Comparative Analysis of Civil

Mitary Regime" lnter- Semina an Armed frce and Society Conferen, Chicago,
October 1960, calls this phenomeno th "cvillanlatlon of the military" and makes the argument
that milta.rmes that allow civilian inputs ae more sucsful and eno better socioeconomic
permnce thin military regimes that are wot civilianized. Ernest Leaever (1979, p. 284) suggests
spciiAlly that pessionalization of the military leads to civilianization and uses General Sumro's

dn as a cas I point, where those offiers baied at Leavenworth had learned the pragmatic,
problem-solving approach, as well as the limitations of military personnel Knowing that they were
not qualified to run the economy, they delegated te responsibity to civilian economists In the cae
of Thaland, the military civillaniued, but maintained th option of taking over if the civilmm did not
perfom effectively. Powell (1965, p. 389) arlpes that in ames such as Thailand, the civilians ar not
given the opportuity to develop their sidlls sufficiently to perform effectively becamuse of the constant
interruptions by tie military, and that this cyclical process is detrimental to democratic development.

4Samus Huntington (194 p. 210) descrlbes this form of democratic -development" as the
-ccli model of aternating despotism and democracy ... In ths cme, key elites normally accet,
at last supeficially, the legitimacy of democratic forma. Elections are held from time to time, but
rarely is the any sustained successio of govenmet coming to power through the electoral
process. Govermnt are as often the product of military intervmtions as they are of electiom.
Once a military junt takes over, it will normily promie to return power to civilian rule In due
course, it does sm ... In a praetorlan situation like this, neither authoritarian nor democratic
institutions are effectively institutionalized.

SWilson, 1962, pp. 2W4255.
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had been denied a visa to the United States because of evidence linking him to

drug-trafficking. General Suchinda, the military officer who led the February

1991 coup against the democratically elected government, had in the past
claimed an unconditional intent to remain out of politics; he had therefore not

run for, nor been elected to, a position in parliament in the March 1992 elections.
Under pressure from his colleagues, however, Suchinda reconsidered and agreed

to become prime minister following Narong's withdrawal, arguing that a

continuing leadership vacuum would threaten Thailand's economic interests.6

Immediately following the general's appointment to the prime ministership, four

opposition parties issued a statement that the ascension of any nonelected prime
minister violated "the principle of democratic rule and the democratic ideals of
the Thai people."7 An editorial in Bangkok's The Nation newspaper chastised the

parliament, stating that

such abasement before the military leaders was unbecoming of important
political leaders in a democratic system. It sent the generals a message that
they could continue to interfere in the parliamentary system at wilL8

Another Bangkok newspaper went so far as to speculate on the utility of teaching

young people about ethics, patriotism, and morality in light of Suchinda's
appoinment. 9

The immensely popular politician Chamlong Srimuang former governor of

Bangkok, led a peaceful demonstration against the appointment of Suchinda. He

undertook a highly publicized fast, accepting no medical care and only water.
Thousands of Thais from all levels of Thai society turned out in his support The

demonstrations suddenly became violent, however, and were met with a brutal
crackdown by the Thai military and the imposition of martial law.10 These

6here has been speculation that Narng was selected as a candidate precisely because he
would be discredited, with Suchinda waiting in the sidelines to assumne the prme mnistership In an
interview with US. Embassy staff, however, this argument was dismissed (Bangkok, June 1992) as it
was by other political sources. See Tasker, Rodney, Preier of Lst Resort, Far Eastern Emnmc
Reviw, 16 April 1992, p. 11 .

7shnon, Phlp, -Top Thai General Appointed Leader,- New York Tom, 8 April 1992, p. A4.
8 Atd in Tasker, Rodney, "Regroup and Dg In," Far Easm Emondc Review, 2 April 1992,

pp. 1 1- 12.
9 Rmute, 10 April 1992.
10oake eyewitnesses to the riots report that the violence was begun by a small group of

gitators who were separate from the larger, peaceful demostratiom There are also unubtntated
sthat sone of the violent agitators were later seen in uniform shooting against the crowd,

fueling accusations that the military initiated the violence in an attempt to delegitimize Chamlong
and his supporte
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events resulted in the intervention of the king, who brought together Suchinda

and Chamlong and asked them to compromise.11

Within a week of the king's intervention, the embattled prime minister stepped
down. The parliament adopted four measures designed to increase the level of
democracy in the government, including a measure requiring the prime minister
to be elected by members of parliament After some deliberations leading to
concern that a less politically palatable, military candidate would be named, Mr.
Anand Panyarachun (who is not an elected member of parliament) was
appointed interim prime minister.12

Anand, who headed the last interim government, took major steps in the next
few months to limit the military's economic and political power He revoked the
supreme commander's power to respond to internal unrest; dissolved the Capital

Security Command; reassigned the supreme commander, the army commander,
the deputy army commander, and the commander of forces around the capital to
positions of relative obscurity; licensed private television channels to compete
with those run by the military; and helped wrest control of Thai Airways from
the Royal Thai Air Force (RTAF).

In the September 1992 general election, antimilitary parties won a slim majority

of parliamentary seats and chose Mr. Chuan Leekpai of the Democrat party as
prime minister. Although the margin of victory was slim, the antimilitary parties
fared better than had been anticipated, boding a good future for the democracy
movement in Thailand. Shortly after the election, the new prime minister's
cabinet revoked the Internal Security Act, thereby limiting the military's powers
to mobilize troops and order military operations throughout the country.

US. military and civilian officials generally agree that the May events were a
watershed in Thmi politics13 and could signal a change in Thailand's internal
balance of power similar to the one that occurred in South Korea in the mid-
1980s.14 Nonetheless, with high-level political positions still held by military and

llAlthough Chamlong Srimuang has claimed that he has no apations for the prime
a u-S% Embassy staff manibe in Banuok suggested in an interview (une 199Z

Bm*ag ) It Chamlong would very much like to became prime minister. In July 1992, Chamlong
told a prm lunZ in Tokyo (Reurs, July 1992) that he would be ready to assume the 'bon of
prime ministe If his Palang Dbarma party won a majority vote in the Septanber 13 elections. He
also stated that, as prime minister, he would remove military leaders from state enterprises and take
the military leaders out of politics.12Tadser, Rodney, -Down, but Not Yet Out," Far Eaer Emomic Remw, 18 June 1992,
pp. 10-11.

13hteniews with US. Embamy and the joint United States Military Assistance Group, Thailand
OUSMAGI A), staff, Bangkok, June 1992.14 1md,, interim Prime Ministe Anand Panyaruchun has cal for a dramatic reorganization
of the military that would prvemt individual military officers from gaiing too much political power.
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ex-militarv officers, the armed forces' continued influence should not be

underestimated.

Thai Military Doctrine and Force Structure

The Thai military has undergone numerous changes since 1932, particularly in

doctrine and force structure. Whereas the military had been externally oriented

against the potential threats posed by China and the British and French territories

on its borders, in the late 1960s Thailand began to reorganize its military to fight

the comnumist insurgency that began in 1965.15 Initially, the Thais relied on U.S.

support in battling the counterinsurgency and duplicated the United States's

approach in Vietnam. As it became obvious that the United States was not

winning the war in Vietnam, however, the Thais began to move farther and

farther from US. counteri (COIN) doctrine, a process that accelerated

after the withdrawal of US. troops from Thailand in 1975-1976. During this
period, the Thais placed more emphasis on nation-building and civic action,

while continuing to employ American-style tactical military maneuvers. 16 Under
Prime Ministerial Orders NOs. 66/23 and 65/25 in 1980,17 however, the Thai

military adopted an almost Maoist strategy of counterinsurgency, whereby they

emphasized wooing the population from the insurgents, eliminating the

insurgents' bases, and creating conditions that would deny the insurgents

legitimacy. To this end, the Thai military combined strikes and raids on

insurgent strongholds with small-unit investigative and psychological operations
at the village level, an open-arm amnesty program, and extensive civil-affairs
and nation-building operations.18

1-%IW cousderlswsec doctrin is oudied In tPd Miterial Order No 66/2523.
16 h the eary 196ft the W govnmwt hod already depyed mobiledeveopment units and

infomat n trms cmposed of both Mdliwy and dvlim lpersoneL The mobile development units
casisted of approximately 120 peop e who possessed limited ungnerng and medical capabities.
The Accearted Ru re P ram was initiated n 19 M follow-up to the mobile

Sn ad tructed ro and perio other dv action missons,
7edropped all blic reference to Pitme Ministerial Order No, 66/23 in 1969,

datnif " publication of the orderaualy spurted on the communists. Nonethel, the uis
cnMtiuMIed the y strtegy dcurlbed in the order to the iipino Far Eastern

Eamuc Rview, 8 June 1909.
1%8ade, Stuar, Suoceu Coun-r-ngm How Thais Burnt the Books and Beat the

GurMra," hur Smwwy an CO-IN (Sqivet to b Dehese Reome), October 196,
Nlr"-2r bl iand". R Wa, 19-1982, paper writte for A5 InteramYrad Revoluhon 14 May t199, A Cm Study 7.lI..1 Ccne swrc Opwulfa, 19.5-1982,

Coimer-Reouini Warmr Committee Depament of Jont and Cobe Oprtin,
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Comn and General Staf Coflege 1990 interview with Majo
Genezu Chain Boonprrert Commandant of the Army War College, Uangkok, june 1992.
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Some conbination of this approach and China's decision to stop supporting the
communist insurgents in Thailand after Vietnam's entry into Cambodia in 1975
led to the effective end of the insurgency in the early 1980s. 19

Prioritizing the Thai military's counterinsurgency capabilities may have helped
stifle the insurgency, but it left the Thais unprepared for conventional warfare.
Nor has any systematic reorganization of the Thai military taken place since the
insurgsets' defeat. The Thai military therefore operates well in small units-
individual elements such as the special forces and the countertrrorism units are
highly profeusi-na--but the military's general logistics, training, and
conmnd and control structure remain inadequate.21

Since the mid-19M0s, the Thais have put a premium on the development of their
military capabilities, although the emphasis still appears to be on arm purchases
rather than development of a broad strategic vision. A steady flow of American
weapons and equipment, as well as Chinese-and, more recently, Eastern
Europ .an - puruses, has given the Thais an admirable arsenal The arms
purchases would suggest that the Thai military is planning against the kind of
eternal threat Vietnam posed in the past, yet National Security Council
Secretary-General Gen Charun Kulawanich forecasts that no such threat lies in
Thailand's immediate future22 Moreover, despite the Thai military's apparent
interest in conventional missions, the armed forces continue to pursue
nonc-nventional activities such as -ountemnarcotics and nation-bulding
operatio . Such an ad hoc approach leaves the Th military in the unenviable
position of preparing for missions at both extremes of the operational continuum
without the benefit of up-to-date doctrine to guide it 2

1 Some US. militay officials quatiori th effctivmws. of t Thus' cmmterkwurpey
apvrad. and edt dna's widrwal of suppo for the ad o lt inagmcy. Thai offidah
however, t greMt prde mi ther u upmeicy docthme, and scrbe to It mist of the credi for
te end of te uwapmcy.

20nvi with Mor t DAoa, uS. Amy bIny, JUIAAGYAm 17 June 199.
21Roabert Kaniol, i 'Thaiand's Armed Fosor Fom ~ to Coewentlona

Wfa, lwetiwml/ Dqw Rnwm, Fbmy 1992, p. 103, cbm th 1 -1989 cOnflct between TI
md LamotiOr ,rs at the border town of Dan Romao to sMpot this mrumnt The nflict ended
in a mame-a rather d nt a ddtive win for Ow Thals Karnol sgted that dtds was the cae
becameof the That' poor kdlgMm and train d lgst d rMupply capeblties.
and weak command md conrAstru t In "Metn Salvo," Ma , Dember1991, pp. 21-23,
Thai Mor-General Chatsur Phnovms, Secreay of tO Royal Thal Army (RTA), raponded to
Kamiol's dras, Cbg that B omlao was a W mln cmbat a t oI little

and that w Tha army functionsm than adequay, eapecy at the division level.
Chsarth admowleIged that the TA needs bpvwmt at th btalion ke but said traiing at
the btalion lkvl is under way.

M-'WC Chiet No Majr Muy Thueat in Five Yeau Be JIM, 30 Deamter1 9.
23Jn a Kecaon with Gena1 Charan Kuvana, Chief, Thi Na onal Seaurty Counc at

RAND, San a Monica Calf, May 1992, the -eea ackowledged that such dives misms pon d
difficulti for Ow 11 army.
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The explanation for such an approach is twofold. First, the Thai military's

neglect of doctrinal development results from the Royal Thai Armed Forces'
(RTARF) culture. Not only do the services compete among themselves for

political and economic power, but factions within the services compete against
each other. The army, for example, is broken into factions by Class; that is, the
alumni of the Chulachomklao Military Academy for any given year.24 Graduates
of each Class are fiercely loyal to their classmates, and classmates will cooperate
to ensure their class's ascendancy. The practice really began with Class 5, which
currently dominates As of 31 March 1992, the top four Royal Thai Army (RTA)
posts were held by Class 5 graduates, and eight of the 13 top army officers were
Clam s alumni Ascending Ca es include Classes n1 n 13, whose members
ar becoming increasingly powerful in the political and economic arenas. The

Thai militar leadership, responsible for guiding and driving military
development, is so immersed in this political and commercial competition that
doctrinal development has fallen by the wayside, as have training and logistics.25

Second, the continued emphasis on nation-building and COIN derives from the
Thai militarys claim that there is a continuing internal communist threat against
which the military must defend the nortestern and southern regions of
Thailand. Such a spurious claim* is in the Thai military's interests. As one
Royal Thu Army official decribed it, the responsibility of the RTARF is to
complete the last stage of the cot er by promoting democratic and
economic development, thereby giving the Thai population a concrete alternative
to communisi. He explained, for example, that where corrupt civilian
politicians threaten such development. the armed forces must remove and

2Mams 5 refers to t IMth las of military cadets who gautd in 19 5 fom CWaomklso
Military Academy. Culadomklao s curriculum was adopted alinost completely from West Point.
Themestudent a yto since ft time toy military preparatory school at age 15.
hlded, ones Class Is udimtermid by the year one s the preparat y md When a
student moves ob Chula soalmo, he is still consded a membr of the

Th 2Ai military offlwcrconfimd this impression in an interview. When ainked If Thai military
leadership was sometimes Involved i business and politics to the detent of military deelpmn
md overall capabilites he repled, "MoA sometmes... always." Interview, Bngkok, June 1992
is not to may, however, that the 1tire 1Thai military Is Involved In such endeavors. Within the army,

for example miary exelneis hgly valued and regarded uil a shudent enters the Comamand
mid General StaffColkSg At thet po he at not only develop m n among he rankmg
military ofMc1, but must cuv politi and business conneco as welL Interview with U&
Amyr officer, Bangkk June1i992 Military commercial *i nr-l Include two television stations, five
r station, the Mi l system and port authority, autive authority over Thai Airways
Inte KnMAioaWd W O Thai Miliary Dan, a we l as o ntollng i teaes in maowr c anstructon
coparn to which many military contracts anrarded. Wallac Charles P., "Military Leadersp
Undier the Gum in Southeast Asia," Los Angeles Thmn, 21 July 1992 interview with senior US. militar
pesnnl -E D JAM 199a

2None of the US. dvilian or military officials interviewed believe that any rel insurgent threat
exists in Thaland today. lndeed, some US. and Army officials claimed that the same few hundred

are trotd out Into Ow public eye each year to help jus* the army's
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replace them.V Continuing nation-building operations also allow members of
the armed frces interested in winning public office to increase their popularity

and provide opportunities for profit.2 Finally, a military presence throtughot
Thailand makes the execution of border-or cross-border-operations a simpler
and less obviou task.2

The lack of any real external or internal threat to act as a catalyst, combined with
the Thai military culture and the advantages of continuing IDAD operamtions, has
worked against the Thai military's devekment. The goal of the Tha military
has becoame self-preservation and the means have become political and
economic. roncally, what is preserved is an increasingly anachronistic doctrine
and a status quo capability that does not conform to the expensive state-of-the-art
equipaen and weapons Thailand is amassing against an unknown future
external threat.

U.S. Interests and Efforts in Thailand

U.S relations with Thailand date back to the early nineteenth century. The
bilateral Treaty of Amity and Commerce, signed by the United States and
Thailand in 1835, was the first treaty between the United States and an Asian
country, and represented the k nning of the cooperative and resilient
reladOnship betwee the two namos. The fist time the issue of developmenl
assistance arose between the two countries was in 1865, when the king of
Thailand onfPred elephants to the United States to aid in the development of the
US. frontier. The two countries were alli in World War L and although
Thailand declared war on the Unted States during World War IM the United
States considered the declaration a result of Japanese occupation. Since World
War I, "hu United States and Thailand have both signed the Manda Pact and
continue to maintain a bilateral security unde.

Inte wh OrTA 1eea. Bagok, june1992 The general was dlsey riolvwl in te
Thai devdopm* of COIN doctri unde0 Genreral Chsovt. For a discusion of the philosophy

U10 CK~rf*. ft f~an~n, &WT77 Mffoy~ M 77ai PoWtic 1981-1986, Singapore:
2 ntuvl wis Dr. S&d=M &unbonka Bargowk, June 199Z Interviews with Amermcan

uditiry officers, Bangok. june M2.
wih U.S A omy -1r Bakok, June 1992

fte thdied SMa and 1Thald's bresy inshIp data bak to the 4Manila Pa which
w as i pd by Ow UntMd rgdwtm Now Zeah Pakistan, France, and te Philpis The
Madia Pact povied the wfoudtn for th Southast Asian Treaty Organ~zatlon which emuilated

psNATO. Ho e, th Manila Pact never made dear th degree or typ of couitent ech
owed ft ots.
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Thailad's strategic location, substantial resources, and compatible fre e-market
enterprise system would have guaranteed U.S. interest in the country even if the
two did not share security concerns. Thailand borders some of Southeast Asia's
major narcotics exporters, is only 50 miles from China, and lies near the major oil
routes between the Middle East and Japan. The United States is permitted both
overflight and landing rights and, during the Vietnam War, maintained bases in
Thailand. Thailand's open market provides private investment opportunities for
US. corporations, and Thai tin, rubber, rice, and textiles are exported to the
United States. Given the extent of the two countries' mutual interests, it is not
surprising that the United States demonstrates its dedication to Thailand's
continued prosperity and stability with substantial assistance-both military and
economic--each year.31

International Military Education and Training

Of the total US. expenditures for military assistance to Thailand, international
military education and training (M funding constitutes less than 14
percent Like many US. officials, US. Ambassador to Thailand David
Lambertson contends that this is a relatively small amount and that RvET
provides a "big bang for the buck." He asserts, however, that IMEr should not
be considered aid but a device for exposing international military students to the
United States, thus improving military-to-military relatimships and increasing
US. access to foreign militaries33 The development of military ties is indeed the
United States' first priority, as outlined in Section 543 of the Foreign Assistance
Act of 1961. Two further purposes of the IMET program, however, are

to improve the ability of participating foreign countries to utilize their
resources, including defense articles and defense services obtained by them
from the United States, with maximum effectiveness, thereby contributing to
greater self-reliance by such countries; and

31A4 islaw comprises military assistam anid ecmmc assistance. Enomic assistance
inchudes the ec-n mic suppot fAmd (S), development assistanm P.L 480, the Peace Corps, and
htemntiatal Narcoft Comtol The request for miliy assistamn in 1991 accounted for
appoxmat y 42 permt of the total request for assistnce. See the annml United States of America
-ogra. - 1 11ii for Securfy Assisaac Ptogiuw.

2Miar y .itanc idnudes Fi Mlitary Finc ) aid the bottonaul militaxy
educsdAt ad taningqprogam (IM Seeteannual U. Congress CoigrenwWIPt'ewrin for

3 lntuview with te US. Ambassador to Thalad David Lambertsa &agkok, 18 June 199.
AU the Embessy ad JUSMAcmnel terviewed agreed that US. trabn makes Thai
soMldls morn accssable to the Un mstmt Ead hterviewee provided anecdotal evidence, dngt ianca i which Thai ofials had proudly presented or displayed ceMfcates from their training in
the United Stat.
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to increase the awareness of nationals of foreign countries participating in
such activities of basic issues involving internationally recognized human

rights.

In Thailand, the specific intent of IMET has been to help professionalize the
military while improving its in-country technical training and professional
military education. To that end, Thai troops have been trained in a variety of
courses. Between 1988 and 1990, the U.S. Army courses most attended by Thais,
with a total of 10 or more Thai attendees over the three-year period, are listed in
Table 3.1.

Upon completion of their U.S. training, Thai military peronnel are required to
spend two to three years training their Thai counterparts in the skills they

Table 3.1

Most-Am ed U.S. Aomy Coura Thai Tnops

Course No. of Students (1988-90)
Special Snglish Language Trainin 229
Fed Artery Furefinder Radar Operator

(radar-type TPQ 36) 42
Various Istructor Training 28
Rotary Wing Instrument 26
Adjutant General Officer Advanced 19
Psydkgcal O~aeia Uxit Officer 15Airborne 15
AH-IF Helicopter Aviator Qualification 15
RgeVr 14
on-the-job Maintena Taming-CONUS 14
ntatWoa Inteliece Officer Basic 14

Pub& Affs Offie 12
international Officer Pwepsntion 12
Connand and General Staff Officer 12
Observer Oeatns-COMIS 11
Infantry Officer Advanced 11
Finance Officer Bask* 11
Allied Officer Preparatin-Infantry Officer
Advanced 11

Adjutant General OWicer Basic 11
UH-1 Intructor Pilot 10
Mililtary Personnel Officer/Peronnel

Technician 10
Civil Affirs 10

SOURCE- Ccwdvy TTUJIWg Extrac, T27uim4ud by Counby, Schoo, Cours per FY,
Security Amubtance Tabnlug Fild Agmncy (SATFA), pepared 24 July 1992.

NOTE Mw murs wen cegorized by th author, with help frm an Army
offiw fmliar with com contlents. Th caterinskas re lustrative rather than
e The itlicized course are of pardicular utlity to internal defens and

devopmn T he ahebkd axu have canryover pottal for butildh up huma
c in ski ueful for Itrnal eeomt
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acquired in the United States. ideally, this practice should result over time in an

independent Thai training capability. Yet, 40 years after the United States began

taining Thai military students, it is dear that an independent Thai capability
would conflict with the primary rationale for IMET: continued US. training of

significant numbers of Thai military students. Moreover, the Thais themselves

are unwilling to give up US. training: Not only is US. training nearly a

prerequisite for advancement to the top echelons of the military services

(particularly the army), but the services are concerned that without US. training

they will not have access to state-of-the-art tactics and techniques.3

The United States has trained 20,932 Thai officers since the training program

began in 1952. In that year, the United States trained 58 Thai officers. Fifteen
years later, preceding and during the Vietnam War, the United States was

training up to 1,50 Thai officers a year. More recently, until DAET was cancelled
following the February 1991 coup, the United States was training approximately

350 Thais a year. IMET was reinstated following Thai elections in September
1992 and the installation of a stable, democratically elected government. But the
number of Thai students who receive US. military training has been decreasing

steadily. In 1993, 187 Thai students attended training in the United States, after

the original allotment of $2.0 million for IMET in Thailand was supplemented by
mid-year and end-of-the-year money, bringing the total to $2.4 million spent.

This substantial cutback resulted, in part, from lower annual allocations of NAET

funds to Thailand. MET funding for FY 1994 has been cut by 50 percent, to
$875,000, which will allow Thailand to send students to only expanded-MET

and senior-P E courses. it is not yet clear whether the Thais will buy this
training.35

The effects of cutbacks in IMET funding have been exacerbated by new rules

regarding the payment of travel and living allowances (TLA). Whereas the

United States and Thailand have had a unique arrangement in the past of the

United States' paying a portion of Thai TLA, the United States is responsible for
all TLA in 1993 and 1994. Fewer IMET monies are therefore available for courses.
JUSMAGTHAI has proposed that, in FY 1995, the United States pay full TLA for

non-PME courses only and, in FY 1996 and beyond, that Thailand pay full TLA.

This agreement should result in a $1-million savings to the IMET program,

allowing 150 additional students to attend training in the United States. Of
course, if Thailand assumes these costs, still fewer students may be sent to the

34lntrv with U.. and Thai mUituy psmeL angok. Jun 1992.

Sm t aut o by M ajo Joe judge, ct n C ie, JoWn T inf Branch,
'MMA 3.= Detmaber 1993.
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United States because of the Thai government's inability to afford TLA for all the
qualified studen. 36

The declining IMET funds and the TLA situatio have resulted in decreasing
numbers of Thai students receiving US. training, which will, in turn, have a
significant impact on the Thai military and will compound a preexisting
problem, namely, the allocation of limited course seats among the Thai services.

For example, all the services compete regularly for seats in the U.S. Army
Command and General Staff College; those seats are usually allocated on a
rotating basis--m ig that a service has to wait two years before it can send
students to the school 3 During the suspension of IMET, a backlog of students
developed and services anticipated waiting up to six years for a CGSC seat.
Although that backlog has been redressed, the cutbacks in numbers of students
who can attend such training in the United States may well lead to similar
backlogs and could ultimately affect whether U.S. training is used as a
prerequisite for advancement to the higher ranks of the Thai military.

Than troops, especially those chosen for U.S training, remain in the military a
long time (see Table 32). A 30-year career, for example, is not unusual.
Assuming a 30-year career average, more than 5 percent of the total 1990 RTARF

was U.-trained, not including the significant number of Thais who had, over

Table 3.2

Percentage of RTARF Officers with In-CONUS
U.& Training, by Length of Career

Length of Career (yr)

Year 5 10 20 30

1%5 4 6 7 7
1975 2 4 7 8
1985 0.5 1 4 7
1990 0.4 1 3 6

SOURCE: Foreip Milt"r Silt Fomegn
M""sr COnUudisn Sa and Miitay Assita
Fas, Wahinton, D.C. Defese Security
A- Ian ,e Agency (DSAA), Comptroller, Data
Managenmet DIso annual

36TLA as be0 a Lonstnn problem for Thtailand, and the imue has been repeatedly raised
since the 197s. Interview with LTC Russell Webster, JUSMAGTHAL Bangkok, June 1992, memo
given to author by Maor Joe Judge, JUSMAGTHAI, Bangkok, December 1993.

37Roundtable diecuon with JUSMAGTHAI personnel and Thai Supreme Command and
Ministry of Defeore personneL Dangk June 1992.
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the years, received U.S. military training outside the continental United States
(OCONUS) through mobile training teams (MTs) or joint exercises.38

Measures of Influence

Yet, numbers trained are not necessarily a fair representation of the amount of
influence U.S. training can have. The effects of U.S. training are multiplied by
three factors:

* U.S.-trained troops become trainers;

* The U.S. trains potential leaders;

* Thai training institutions use U.S. doctrine and training manuals.

U.S.-Trained Personnel Become Trainers. A condition of U.S. military training
is that, upon return to their home countries, international military students
trained by the United States must be utilized in positions appropriate to their
training. For example, engineers must perform engineering duties and

infantrymen must be placed in infantry units. The United States prefers that this
requirement be met by employing returning military personnel as trainers in
their fields. In Thailand, in deference to U.S. regulations, many military
personnel trained in the United States return to two- or three-year training posts
at the Thai Command and General Staff College (CGSC) or other Thai training
institutions. Frequently, however, such personnel may perform little actual
training and instead act as aides to senior military personneL39 In other
instances, the military's need to immediately employ returning personnel
precludes their use as trainers.4° Although the JUSMAGTHAI has been required
by the US. Defense Sectrity Assistance Agency to track the placement of
returning students, there has been no formal procedure for doing so. The only
means of tracking students once they return to Thailand was to withhold their
retainable instructional material (RIM) at JUSMAGTHAI until the students came
in for them and were debriefed by JUSMAG personneL JUSMAG staff are
beginning the process of developing means of tracking returning students,
however. They are discussing the possibility of circulating questionnaires to

38n 1991, for example, 52 of the 343 Ma students (15 percent) scheduled for US. military
tinn were to be trained OCONUS. Cited in Beard, Barry IYL, Royal Thai Armed Forces Securty
Assistance Training Program FY 92-93, JUSMAGTHAI, February 1991.

39Interview with U.S. military and Embasy permonnel, 16 June 1992.
40%terview with Thai Supreme Command and Royal Thai Navy personnel, Bangkok, 19 June

1992.
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returning students41 and are also considering conducting checks at Thai service
schools to ensure that returning students are appropriately placed as trainers. As
yet, however, these measures are in the early planning stages.42

Despite these problems, many of the U.S.-trained Thai military students do
perform training in their own country. The courses they run usually replicate the
courses they took in the United States. Thailand's military training capability hat:
thus changed over time and become more sophisticated. The Thais now perform
most of their own basic training and rely on the United States for more advanced

trainin& including professional military education.43

U.S. Trains Potential Leaders. Western training is not new to the Thai military.
By the late nineteenth century, Thai military officers were being sent to Europe
for training oil a regular basis. Today, however, most of the senior military
leadership in 1 4 1, 1 has been trained in the United States.44 For example, in

ine 1992, seven 1 13 of the top posts in the RTA were held by U.S.-trained
hais. The commandant of the RTA Command and General Staff College was

also U.S. trained, as were the RTA director of intelligence and the deputy
superintendent of the Chulachomklao Royal Military Academy.45 Of the Royal
Thai Navy (RTN) personnel on the January 1992 protocol list, 9 percent are U.S.-
trained, but a full 12 percent of the RTN headquarters staff received U.S. training.
Twenty-five percent of those listed on the RTAF's Commanding and Staff Officers'
List were trained in the United States. Of the October 1991 roster of senior
officers in the Ministry of Defense, 54 percent are U.S.-trained; 29 percent of the
senior officers in the Supreme Command received U.S. training. Of the top eight
senior officers in the Supreme Command in October 1991, seven trained in the
United States.46 Given that, at most, 5 percent of the total Royal Thai Armed

4 1This has been attempted in other countries: In some cases, less than 5 percent of the
questionnaires would be returned. Moreover, unless the JUSMAGs went out and verified at least a
sampling of the responses, there would be no way of knowing how accurate they were.

4litervi.w with LTC Russell Weer, Major Joe Judge, JUSMAG'HAL Bangkok, June 1992.
Personnel at JUSMAGTHAI suggested that Thai basic training could still do with some improvement,
but that advanced traning has become a priority.

43lnterview with Mr. Victor Tomseth, Deputy Chief of Mission, US Embassy, Bangkok, June
1992.

44Delense Intelligence Agency (DIA), U-S Embassy, and JUSMAG personnel interviewed
agreed that US. training is almost a prerequisite for advancement in the Thai military.

45Of course, in August 1992, then-Prime Minister Anand replaced the army commander,
supreme commander, and air force commander with General Vimoi Wongwanich, then-Air Chief
Marshal Voranart Apichari, and then-Air Chief Marshal Gun Pimamthp, respectively. Of the three,
only General Vimol Wongwanch received no US, training during his career. Prime Minister
Anand's defense minister, retired General Banchob Bunnag also received training in the United
States.

46 Roq That Navy Prtowa Lit, Bangkok: Foreign Luaison Division, Naval Intelligence
Department, January 199 ,Pster of Senior Qfters rMinistry of Defense and Supreme Command,
prepared by Khun Nol, Army Division, JUSMAGTHAL Bangkok,1 October 1991; Commanding and
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Forces (RTARF) are U.S. trained, these numbers are significant. They indicate

that US. training and RTARF leadership are indeed related.

It will be instructive to see what effect the cutback in numbers of Thai military

students trained in the United States will have on the criteria for reaching the
senior levels in the Thai military. If nothing else, the above numbers clearly

indicate that the cutbacks in U.S. training will severely curtail the numbers of

Thai leaders trained in the United States. The Thais could respond either by

conducting their own training or by taking advantage of other countries' training

programs. For example, RTARF students have trained in Australia, England,

France, India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, The Netherlands, New Zealand, China,

the Philippines, and Germany.47 Yet, U.S. training carries such prestige within

the Thai military that Australia's military training program, which is offered to

Thai military personnel completely free of charge, has difficulty recruiting Thai

military students, who prefer to wait and enter U.S. service schools.48 One senior

RTARF official, when asked what effects the cutbacks in IMET would have, said

that rather than resorting to other countries' training programs, RTARF

personnel would be trained in-country.49

Thai Military Uses U.S. Doctrine and Training Manuals. Training within the

Thai military is strongly influenced by U.S. doctrine and training practices. The

Thai Command and General Staff College, the RTAF Flying Training School, and

the Chulachomklao Royal Military Academy each adopted elements of the U.S.

curriculum and use U.S. training and field manuals as the basis of their

instruction. Thais returning from training in the United States will bring back

retainable instructional materials (RIM) and translate them themselves for the

classes they teach.50 U.S. training materials are nonetheless scarce. One U.S.

Army major responsible for joint U.S.-Thai special forces exercises complained

that the Thais rely on U.S. doctrine and manuals for their counternarcotics and

close-quarters combat training, but do not have enough materials to go around.51

The Thais make some attempt to update and modify the U.S. materials, but they

are faced with a mammoth task. making U.S. doctrine and training manuals---

Staff Ofrs' List Royal Th Air Force, Bangkok, April 199Z Royal Thai Army Roster, Bangkok as of 31
March 1992.

4 7 Webster, Russell J., Royal Thai Amed Forces Security Assistance Truinng Program FY 93/94, Joint
Exercise and Training Division. JUSMAGTmAL February 1992

8Phone interview with LTC Russell Webster, JUSMAG Thailand, 13 May 1992.
4 9 nterview with RADM Chaichit Ratanopol, Chief of the RTN Coordinating Authority,

Bangkok, June 1992. RADM Chaichit also admitted, however, that the RTN has not developed an
adequate pool of instructors for such an endeavor.

5 0 lnterviews with Thai military personnel, Bangkok, June 1992.
51 interview with MAJ Robert Borj, U.S. Army Infantry, JUSMAGTHAI, 17 June 1992.
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designed to meet the needs of the massive US. military, mostly in the context of
a European war-fit their own needs.52 Although the drawbacks of using U.S.
doctrine are clear, little independent development of doctrine or training
manuals is taking place.

The one exception is COIN doctrine. Development of an independent COIN
doctrine is a point of great pride for the Thai military, especially the army. Now,
however, as the military slowly reconfigures for a more conventional strategy, no
comparable development of a strictly Thai conventional strategy is being

undertaken.

Internal Defense and Development, and
Democratization

Except for the late 1960s and early 1970s, when U.S. forces were stationed in
Thailand and involved in combating the Thai insurgency, U.S. training for Thais
has been almost completely conventional Indeed, even in the period between
1976 and 1980, after the United States withdrew its bases from Thailand and the
Thai military was beginning to develop its own COIN doctrine, significant

numbers of Thai students received U.S. training-but the training was
conventionally oriented. Because the Thai military not only developed its own
COIN strategy but is sufficiently capable of training engineers, doctors, and
others in traditional nation-building skills, it has tended to prefer US. training in
more sophisticated conventional tactical skills.5 Of the US. Army training
provided to the Thais between 1988 and 1990, for example, 35 percent was
relevant to internal defense or internal development and included courses
directly relevant to counterinsurgency, counterterrorism, and nation-building in
such fields as engineering medicine, water treatment, utilities repairing animal
care, civil affairs, transportation, psychological operations, intelligence, and
military policing.54 It also included courses such as CGSC, Judge Advocate
General (JAG), logistics, public affairs, and resource management that build up
human capital in internal development skills or broadly improve the general

521t is also inteiestirg that the manuals ad docft an translated by returning students, not by
professional translatom, leaving room for -t nd gand misinter.ao.

53Te United States does provide some training I civic action and related operations through
joint-combined marches like Cobr Gold indeed, although the 1992 Cobra Gold was cancelled after
the May riots in Bangkok, the civic action coiponent was still held for all branches of the military.
RADM Chaidilt Ratanapol of the Royal Thai Navy strongly beleves that such training is helpful.
Interview, Bangkok, June 1992; interview with Dean of Political Science Dr. Suchit Bunbongkarn,
Chulalongkon University, Bangkok. June 192.

54Courses such as these accounted for only 16 percent of the training provided by the US. Army
to Thailand btween 1968 and 1991. See the Country Training Exhrad, by Country, Sho and Course per
FY provided by SATFA.
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capability of the military. Of all the courses applicable to IDAD, however, only
"Terrorism in Low Intensity Confict" was not -pplicable across the entire

operational continuum.

The United States has not actively promoted IDAD training to the Thais. When
asked whether IDAD is or was ever a U.S. priority in Thailand, the chief of the
Joint Training Branch of JUSMAGTHAI acknowledged that he was not familiar
with the concept of IDAD.s5 Moreover, JUSMAGTHAI has not been involved in
the course-selection process in recent years, and, despite a fairly lengthy annual
process of determining which courses they will need from the United States, the
Thais have requested the same courses each year and the standard training list
has been been resubmitted without changes.s5 JUSMAGTHAI is in the process of

developing a new means of programming courses when the IMET sanctions are
lifted: JUSMAG personnel will offer suggestions to the Thais on which courses
will be most helpful, which should significantly improve the quality of training

that the United States provides the Thai military. It is not clear that the Thais are
fully aware either of what courses are available or which are most appropriate

for a given student.57

Even had the United States encouraged IDAD training, however, it is unlikely
that the Thais would have been interested. Indeed, the Thai military believes it is
vastly more capable than the American military in such matters. As part of the

lrger COIN strategy developed in the late 1970s and early 1980s, the Royal Thai
Army implemented an enormous nation-building effort. Today, the Thai Army
is still involved in internal development. For example, a huge rural development
program called the "greening of the northeast" is being undertaken in the poor
northeast region of Thailand. Major General Chaturith Phromsaka, secretary of
the Royal Thai Army, said in December 1991 that the RTA's mandate is to

(1) defend the country;

(2) defend the monarchy;

(3) deter insurgency forces within the country;

(4) maintain national security; and

(5) assist in the development of the country.58

WInterview wit LTC Russell Webster, Bangkok, June 1992.

%mnterview with LTC Russell Webster, AJSMAGTHAI, Bangkok, June 1992.
57Roundtable discussions with JtSMAGThAn, Royal Thai Navy, Supreme Command, and

Ministry of Defense personneL Bangkok, June 1992-
sePhromsaka, Chaturith, "Return Salvo," M anger, December 1991, pp. 21-23.
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In order to fulfill the last responsibility, four development divisions were created,
each one stationed in a different army region. The 20,000-men divisions, which
account in total for 42 percent of the Thai Army," are trained in flood and
famine relief, forestry proects, and engineering.60

Some detractors argue that the expansion of the RTARF's role is completely self-
serving and that nation-building operations are a form of mass psychological
operations intended to build general support for the military as well as future
political support for individual officers with political aspirations.61 The military,
for its part, claims that internal development operations are simply part of their
overall COIN strategy and help quell the -dark influences" that endanger
democracy both in the rural areas-where big capitalists "oppress and exploit the
poor--and in the parliament and political parties.Q Indeed, the Thai military
claims to want nothing other than a perfect democracy, which they describe as
having one mass party rather than a number of small parties and an appointed
senate-which they consider a more democratic institution than the elected
House of Representatives.6

It is precisely this state of civil-military relatioms that the US. IMET-E program is
intended to address. When asked whether they considered such a training
program desirable, Thai Ministry of Defense6 and Supreme Command
personnel expressed interest in the defense resource management component, as
did senior RTA officers; Royal Thai Navy persmnel said that IMET-E would not
be helpful for them. Contradicting the argument that training militaries in civil-
military relations simply makes them more anxious to control political affairs,
Dr. Suchit Bunbogkom and the Thai RTA liaison to JUSMAG both agreed that

Me Army Corps of Engners is also active in such endeavors, according to Chaturith, 1991,
pp. 21-23.

6OThe total number of Thai orms Is 283,000, of which 190,000 are RTA troops. The RTAF has
43,00 personnel, and the RTN has 50,00. There are abo 18,5 00 Th Phwm, a volunteer irregular
force Cited in AM Balance, London. Brasey's for hntrnational Inttute for Strategic Studies
(MS), 1990-1991 and 1991-1992. The RTA intends to prune t foresm for greater efficiency, although
the procem has not yet begun

61& Sudcit, MVite.r i an 2 PolitU, Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian
Studies, 1967, pp. 62-75; interiiews with US. Embassy and military personnel and with Dr. Suchit
Budbogkam Bangl k June1992. Dr. Suchit's discussion of the tam pun (also spelled tilun
plum) paramilitary organizations Is of particularly interest to thi suJect.

621ntmview with Major General Chann Boonprasett commandant of the Army War College,
Banwk, June 1992. General Chain is a disciple of General Chaovalit, who developed the COIN
strategy. He Is also a member of Class 11. Dr. Suchit Bunbngkarn (1967, pp. 69-72) discusses the
militarys referenc to dark infuerces.

6Interview with Major General Chan Boopraset commandant of the Army War College,
Bangkok June 1992, Dunboutgkarn, 1967, p. 71.

64The Thai Ministry of Defense is made up completely of military personnel; there are no
civilians as in the U. Department of Defense.
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training the Thai military in civil-military relations would represent a giant step

toward professionalization and would be both popular and useful 6 5

Yet the IMET-E program is still in its infancy in Thailand. JUSMAGTHAI

personnel said that as they become more involved in the selection of courses for

Thai military students, they will promote IMET-E. They are concerned, however,

that funding for IMET-E courses must come out of the total IMET funds for that

country, in effect diminishing the number of non-IMET-E courses the country

can select. Funding is clearly an issue for Thailand, which is already facing

substantial cutbacks despite the reinstatement of IMET funds since the

September 1992 elections.

Embassy staff, who would ideally promote IMET-E to Thai civilians, were not

familiar with the program. The ambassador had not heard of it, and other

Embassy personnel were not certain of the program's objectives. One staff
member in the Political/Military Office, for example, thought that IMEr-E was

strictly intended for Ministry of Defense personneL' 6 Thus, although the

program has clear application to the situation in Thailand, it is not yet sufficiently

establishedL

Concluding Observations

Although the Thai military has become heavily involved in IDAD since the mid-

1970s, US. training has played little, if any, role in such endeavors. Indeed, by

mutual agreement with the Thais, US. training has been predominantly

conventional since the withdrawal of US. troops in 1975-1976. The Thai

military's involvement in nation-building, moreover, although nominally
undertaken in the name of democratization, appears to serve the interests of the
military and individual military officers as much as the broader goal of internal

development. Ongoing projects will be cancelled and new, higher profile

projects begun as senior officers rotate through and seek to aggrandize their own
contributions to rural development.6 7 U.S. IDAD training under such

circumnces could only have further promoted the military's usurpation of

civilian responsibilities and power.

65 lntevlews, Bangkok, Jume 1992
6Interviews with the ambassador, first secreary of the Embassy for politicel military affairs,

and the ssistant Army attadi6 to the Embassy, BDagok, June 199n When the ambassador learned
what DWET-E is, he expressed doubt as to civilian intermet in the courses.

67 ent v em with Dr. Sudcit Bunbongkorn, Dean of Political Science, Chulalongkorn University
and with a U-. Army officer, Bangkok, June 1992, it must be cautioned that the author only had
access to limited sources in the time availble to her, and may thefore in some intances fail to
present other existing points of view.
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Training in the tenets of democracy, civil-military relations, military justice, and
defense resource management, on the other hand, would be helpful to both
civilian and military personnel in Thailand. Thaiand clearly fits Samuel
Huntington's "cyclical model of despotism and democracy."69 If the changes
under former-Prime Minister Anand, which began to bring the military under
civilian control, are to be continued and successful, the military must not only
accept limitations on its role and acquiesce to civilian control, but the civilian
government must inspire confidence and trust.

In the past, Thai civilian governments have been so corrupt that the public has
been relieved when the military has stepped in to "cean things up." One foreign
bureaucrat visiting Thailand remarked that "democratic government and clean
government are presented as alternatives rather than complements."0 Thai

political scientist Kramol Th gthammachart wrote that Thai political parties
have always been overshadowed by military intervention in government because
they themselves have little understanding of the democratic system71

Thailand is now being run by a prime minser who is considered honest, and the
military's control over government and private enterprise is being challenged. It

is precisely these inds of changes that IMr-E is intended to support. Some
senior Thai commanders have expressed interest in such r ining, and could
dearly benefit from greater exposure to the skills and concepts required for
dmocrtizatio and improved civil-military relations. The fledgling IME-E
program in Thailand requires further development but finds itself in a fertile

environment. The issue of IMW-E funding must be addressed, however

Selection of fvI ET-E courses involves sacrificing other courses, which, at a time
when the overall number of Thais trained in the United States is decining could
be a problem. A requirement that nations sending international military students

spend some portion of their IM" funds on RME-E courses will suggest that the

United States is more interested in exposing host-nation civilian and military
personnel to U S values and ideals than in training them in military skills and
developing close and cooperative military-to-military relationships. It would

make IlET-E a price to pay for host nations, rather than an opportunity, and
could breed bad blood between host nations and the United States.

ONpI the May19992 floo, the Thai militry has a good reputatin in hum right.
nt mfvlw with u. A mnt Ay Ataht to the Us. Eabumy, amsko, June 1992.

04~do Samuel ni~~W.P., -W ore Coufntrecsome Democauk?- PbHtkn Sdmm Qu&Wery,
70 aCri in Walame Chua P., -Graft and Gunplay Humi MWu Elactlan,- Lae Angele Tom,. 17

March ies8
ted in Hoiley, Paul, "Opn to Offems" Far Emtew Eonmuc Rview, 13 February 1992,

pp. 16-17.
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4. Philippines

History

Political Role of the Philippne Military

The Philippine mil'tary's involvement in politics has changed significantly since

the Republic of the Philippines gained its dee from the United States
on 4 July 1946. Although the military became actively involved in domestic

politics prior to 1958, such involvement was undertaken at the behest of

President Ramon Magsaysay as a means of restoring confidence in the

democratic procas while siult combating the Huk rebellin. During
that time, military officers held high national government posts as well as

positions in the Luzon region's civilian government During the presidencies of

Carlos P. Garcia and Disdado Macapagal, from 1953 to 1965, however, military

involvement in civil affairs was considered a form of militarization and the

military's political power was severely curtailed: Manpower and budgets were
reduced, the government became actively involved in internal armed forces

affairs, such as pronotims and oth personnel issues, civic action programs
were scaed beci, and the armed forces leadership no longer held high

Presidents Garcia and Macapagal were able to reverse the trend of military civil
involvemn in large part because the Philippine military had been strongly
influenced by the U.S. colonial administratio of the isands. Indeed, since the

turn of the century, when colonial governor William Howard Taft set a powerful

example by enforcing civilian control over General Arthur MacArthur, the

commander in chief of the American Expeditionary Forces to the Philippines, the
Philippie military had respected civilian authority.2

However, this situation changed markedly with Ferdinand E. Marcos'
predency and later dictatorship. Marcos, a former Army officer, was elected
president in 1965 and held two terms (which was the constitutional limit). He

'&ainp. Psedarica ed, Phil4ihues A COwmly Shady, Pareign Area Shadies, The Amerimu
Univeity, Wahkign " D'C'. Headquarte Depam nt of the Army, DA Pam 5W0.7 2 3rd ed., 1963,
p. 252.

%Wder& David Joe4 77m Phi m A SinguLa and a PlanaR Plac, 2d ed., Boulder, Colo-
Weaviw Prm 1990, pp. 126 and 154-1s.
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then declared martial law, after which he continued to rule until February 1986.
Under Marcos, the military tripled in siz, began to assume a larger role in
national development, and again became involved in both national and local
pollticL During this sae period, the military's combat efficiency was severely
undermined, the leadership became involved in political corruption, and armed-
fEn, s Operations became increasingly brutal 3

When Corazon Aquino took office in 1986, she was faced with a very different
military than existed when Carlos Garcia became president almost 30 years
earlier. During the 18-year Marcos era, military involvement in politics had
become insttu- onaize; an entire generation of young officers had been trained
under martial law. Aquino could not simply revoke the military's political
privileges and send them back to the barracks, as had been done in the late 1950s
and early 1960s. 'fle military under Marcos had lost its commitment to civilian
authority, and Aquino therefore had to develop a working relationship with the
military, involving compromise and acknowledgment of the armed forces' de
facto poiia power.

Yet Aquino had difficulty creating a balanced government She appointed
Marco&-e= military leaders Juan Ponce Enrile and Fidel Ramos as secretary of
defens 4 and chief of staff, respectively, but then coutebalanced them with a
number of long-time politicians, many of them former associates of her late
husband. Such a structure set up a conflict not onldy between the two military
leaders, but between the military and the civilians, who tende to be much
farther to the left in their political viws than their military counterparts and who
held much different vws regarding the appropriate umns of dealing with the
communist insurgency. Whereas the military believed that a military solution
was necessary, the civilians leaned toward political and social solutions, such as
anesty-an imbalance that inevitably led to splits in the government. More to
the point, the military felt threatened, resulting in numerous military coup
attempts begining as early as July 198&. Although Fidel Ramos proved loyal to
the Aquino government, Juan Ponice Enrile openly challenged the government's

3At thi poins the Resaga administration's hhetpriority M n5 AVe Phines wast address the
militacy's studurdna weskuw lac of effective =edrhp cnpin Un mliang to
resources. 11w admdisltanws oa was the 'Mres-dn m bela aplical leadership in the
Armad Fores in order to dual with the NPA West-L NSSD: US. Policy Touamdo Ohe Phaiuu,

Eawuwe umivyundated draft of a ReA"an administration Intrapency pokiy docwnent released
bytl~hilppin Sp ortmmtee Washiftk^ D.C. 12 Maudh 1965, and cied i Porter, Gaueth

%.b gCeuuWbuaoerq i Elm Phuippinee MdUitay and Politiecal im hfp~ Studies
Ocasioma Ppe No.9, Corder for Philppin Studies, Ceters for Asian and Paii tde Marion.
HonhhL University of Hawaii 1967, p.1IM

41 die Pidpphwe fte smry of dewu 1o0ds dOW numbe-wo position of power, instead of
deVim punIVden. MWe secretary of defense is responsgbl for the day-today administration of the

armd kxro of tim Phiippines
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legitimacy. Aquino finally replaced Enrile with General Rafael ileto, Enrile's
former deputy and a fmm ambasdor 5

The military continued to pose a threat to Aquino, who responded by
demonstrating less interest in making deals with the insurgents and by becoming
more supportive of the military's counterinsurgency operations. Nonetheless, a
factiom of the military launched another coup in August 1987. Several hundred
troops and the entire cadet corps of the Philippine Military Academy were
involved in the coup. Ramos was able to bring the situation under control, but

only after 53 people were killed and hundreds injured. The military's move
forced Aquino to accept the resignations of her closest civilian advisers, whom
the military considered hostile to the army and its counterinurgency efforts.

In January 1988, Fidel Ramos replaced General Ileto as secretary of defense and
Aquino appointed Renato De Villa to the chief of staff position. The government
attempted to appease the armed forces with substantial pay hikes and
promotions. Again, Aquino's efforts were unsuccessful. In December 1989,
another coup was attempted. This time 3,000 troops participated, many of them
from among the elite armed forces6 Despite US. intervention, the fighting lasted
eight days: 95 people were killed and nearly 600 were wounded in the violence.
Aquino's Vice-President Salvador Laurel called the coup attempt "democracy in
its fullest and complete sense." 7

Even though the coup attempts were unsuccessful, they demostrated both the
weakness of Aquino's government and the strength of the military. The
president, criticized by both the left and the right for calling in US. military
assistance, could not control a subsequent wave of brutal bombings throughout
the country, and was unable even to discipline the rebel troops. Moreover,
several attemjits to arrest coup leaders failed embarrassingly 8

It thus appears that the political power the Philippine military accrued under
Marcos will not easily be rescinded. Moreover, the military rebels may only be

an extreme reflection of an attitudinal trend in the Philippine armed forces,
according to testimony before the US. Congress in October 1990 by RADM
Michael A. McDevitt, then-Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for East
Asia and Pacific Affairs. RADM McDevitt noted that the February 1986 military

5Stetnbet 1990, p. 156.
6Stumbez 1990, p. 15 9.
7Sthte& 1990, p. 160.
8Amnhuty ntenatlonuls 1992 report, Phiippins: The Kixng Goes On, New York Amnesty

InutrionaL, naom that the militaiy's dominance was proven and reinforced by the government's
repeated p-ut concesson
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revolt was unprecedented and had spawned a new military self-image, including

new perceptions about how the military could or should contribute to the

country's stability and internal development McDevitt went on to suggest that
the existence of the two military rebel groups-the Reform the Armed Forces

Movement (RAM) and the Young Officers' Union (YOU)-are symptomatic of
broader ideological changes in the military regarding its appropriate role in more

directly addressing the Philippines' serious domestic problems.9

The Philippine military's perception of its role in national stability and
development may thus be moving closer to that of the Thai military. Whether
such a trend will continue under the new president, Fidel Ramos, will be of
considerable interest Ramos was the bulwark that repeatedly blocked the rebels

during Aquino's administration. At a 1986 seminar about democratization, then-

Chief of Staff Ramos stated that

a dearly enunciated new AFP policy is for min in uniform to steer clear of
partisan politics, and to recognize civilian supremacy at all times. 0

Whether he can--or chooses to--assert such civilian control over the military
now that he is president may determine whether the Philippines can avoid the

kind of cyclical despotism and democratization that has slowed Thailand's

transition to civilian democracy.

Philippine Military Doctrine md Force Structure

The Philippine military traces its mandate back to the military forces of the

revolutionary government, established in 1897, that fought agsanst first Spanish,
then US., rule. Although those forces were dissolved in the face of the superior

American military, they continued to wage guerrilla warfare until 1903. When
the United States took over the Philippines, it employed some Philippine forces
alongside its own for external defense, and in 1901 it organized the Philippine
Constabulary (PC) for internal defense. The PC was not strictly a police force but

more of a paramilitary organization, with responsibilities spanning traditional
civilian, military, and police tasks. When the Philippine Army was formally
established in 1936, it took on some of the responsibilities formerly under the

9 U.S& Compe., Houe, Subcommittee on Asian and Pacflc Affairs of the Committee on Foreign
Affairs, Hmrag an Deekpmwt in the Phuippbns, 101st Copsres, 2d Session, 3 October 1990,
pp. 33-35.

10-Dentrattion of the Phllppinek DC INFO, seminar an The Transition from
Authritarian Regimes to Democracy, Manila, 13-14 December 196&.
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aegis of the PC.U General Douglas MacArthur was instrumental in organizing
and training the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP), which he patterneci

closely on those of the United StatesZ-a small professional force augmented by

a much larger reserve force.

The APP was initially externally oriented and fought against the Japanese

invasion in 1941. When the Japanese defeated them, however, the forces broke

down into individual units and set up an organized guerrilla resistance similar to

that which had fought against U.S. domination 40 years earlier. Immediately

following the war, when the Philippines was granted its independence, a
communist insurgent group known as the Huks13 sought to overthrow the new

republic. The newly regenerated Philippine Army was reorganized into a
counterinsurgency force and was able to subdue the Huks by 1953, when it was

again reorganized into a conventional force focused on external threats. A small
contingent of the Philippine armed forces subsequently fought in Korea and,

when the Muslim insurgency began on the southern island of Mindanao in 1972,
the AFP began conducting extensive conventional operations against the Moro
National Liberation Front (MNLF) forces.14

Unlike the Thai military, the Philippine armed forces use both conventional and

more traditional counteis ny techniques to battle the various insurgencies.
Indeed, virtually all Philippine combat units are engaged daily in either

counter gency operatios against the communist New Peoples' Army (NPA)
or conventional warfare against the MNLF.15 Like the RTARF, however, the AFP
has focused on internal defense at the expense of its external defense capabilities.

With the withdrawal of the US. Clark Air Base and Subic Bay Naval Base, the
Philippines will no longer be able to rely on the US. presence for security and
must improve its external defense capab'itie 16 The air force, for example, is

11flh PC cortinued to function until 1991, when it was subsumed under the new Philippine
National Police (PN).

12 unge, 1963, pp. 25W-.5Z US. Army Training Board, Rgpubic of Lt PhOiippi, Allid Army
Training Study, Fort Monroe, Va- U.% Army Training Board, 31 March 1989, p. 2.

13Huk is short for the Peoples' Liberation Army-Hu g Mapagpalayang Bayan.
14 ver that period of time, the APP was first reduced and the, under Marco., began to grow

again. It was not until larco. imposed martial law in 1972, however, that the APP enjoyed its most
major expanion in numbers and power. US Army Trahig Board, 1969, pp. 2-3.

L'U. Army Trainin Board, 1969, p. 7; verfied in discuision with COL Leo Alves,
Commander, Plippine Special Form Santa Monica, Calif., 1 October 1992.

16Wri'tt interview with COL Iicard EL Taylor, Clie, JUSMAG, Philippines, Manila, 12 May
1992. COL Taylor suggested that the APP ha been more dependent on the United States than either
military cares to admit, and stated that the Philippines will nreed sustnta assistance in order to
develop its conventional defense capabilities to an acceptable level Twenty years ago, the General
Acontn Oic (GA.O) deemie that it was potentilly prblmatic that the Phiipine
government was devoting very limited financial reore to building its military force, under the
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Searing future defense planning toward potential external sources of trouble,
such as the Spratly Islands or an aggressive China)17 For a military already
suffering extreme budget shortfalls and involved in daily internal combat, this
new responsibility will be costly and difficult to achieve. It will require the
purchase of appropriate weapons and materiel, training for proficiency on the
new equipment, a new focus in doctrine and training, and the reconfigurat-on of
scarce units for externad defense.

The Philippines' current emphasis on counternsurgency and civic action
operations is born of necessity in the face of ongoing insurgencies. Its neglect of
external defense, furthermore, is a result of its long-standing reliance on the U.S.
presence. Indeed, the Philippine military has made serious efforts to modernize
and improve its doctrine and training. The Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Education and Training J-8), established in January 1988, is a case in point. It is
charged with instituting, organizing, coordinating, supervising, and evaluating
AFP training, and developing and diseminating doctrine. Resource limitations
have slowed efforts in this direction, however.18

Finally, disaster relief is a major mission compounding the strain an the
Philippine military. In the last two years, the military has dealt with the
aftermaths of the 16 July 1990 earthquake in Central Luzon, the eruption of
Mount Pinatubo in the summer of 1991, the resulting-and devastating-
mudilows during the rainy season, the deadly flood at Ormoc, Leyte, that killed
8,000 people in a single afternoon, and, finally, the ruinous typhoon that followed

shortly thereafter.

Thus, like the Thai military, the Philippine military clearly has responsibilities
across the operational continuum, including disaster relief, civic action and other
internal development measures, counterinsurgency, internal conventional
operations, and, now, the development of external conventional capabilities. In
contrast with the Thai military, the Philippine armed forces are apparently
interested in further developing their doctrine and training to guide these
various efforts; however, financial constraints prevent maldng much headway.

nsunton that the Unithd Stats would go to the Philippine' assstme wer the country to be
attacked. See Comptroller Geneml of t e United Stats, Report to Congresm, MiUfy Asmmce and
C m i t/m iw Phooim, Washingt D.C: Comptoler Generl of the United States, B-133359,
12 April 1973.

17VokanIc Damae to Miippine Aircraft Imperis Anti-knurgent Operations," Aviation Week
and Spim Trhuty, 13 April 1992, pp. 60-61.

1SU. Amy Trani Board, 1989, pp. 8 and 11-12.
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U.S. Interests and Efforts in the Philippines

In March 1947, the United States and the Philippines ratified the Military Bases

Agreement, which granted the United States a 99-year lease on 23 military

installations including Clark Air Base and the naval facilities at Subic Bay. In the

same month, the two nations signed the Military Assistance Agreement,

establishing JUSMAG Philippines and authorizing the transfer of substantial

amounts of military aid and materiel from the United States to the Philippines.

Then, in August 1951, the Mutual Defense Treaty between the two countries was

signed. 19 r spite the formal cooperation, many in the Philippines resented the

terms of these and other nonmilitary agreements, and felt that the United States

was perpetuating its historical control over the former colony by forcing it to

accede to unfair provisions.

Forty years later, the same resentment resulted in the Philippine Senate's vote to

terminate the U.S. lease on Subic Bay Naval Base and Clark Air Base and to call

for a complete withdrawal of US. forces from the Philippines by December 1992.
Despite overwhelming popular support for continuation of the treaties, plus

promises of US. economic and military aid for the duration of the proposed

10-year arrangement, the Philippine Senate rejected any renegotiation of the

Military Bases Agreement on the basis that a continued U.. colonial presence

was unacceptable. 20

The discontinuation of the leases, compounded by the effects of the overall

shrinkage of the US. foreign aid budget, resulted in a significant reduction of

US. military and financial aid to the Philippines. In 1991, total US. foreign

assistance to the Philippines came to more than $455 million; in 1992, the total
was $397 million. After the Philippine Senate rejected the new lease agreement

negotiated by Presidents Bush and Aquino, the total proposed foreign assistance

for 1993 came to only $156 million-a 61-percent reduction from that of the

previous year. This level of funding will assist the AFP in maintaining

equipment it already possesses but will not enable it to purchase more.21 Such a

reduction will have enormous consequences, considering the pressing

requirements of the Philippine military.

1Under the Mutual Defense Treaty of 1951, the United States and the Philippines are each

committed to taking action in the event of an external armed attack on the other. The agreenent does
not, however, specify the nature of that action, nor does the United States have any specific forces or
equipment dedicated to the defense of the Philippines.

20Tasker, Rodney, "Sour Leave-Taking: Wrangle over Navy Facilities Mars US. Withdrawal,"
Far Eastern Ec mic Review, 30 April 1992, p. 19.

21U-S. omssm. C nm -ta, frS ty Astanc qr=, Wahmgton D.C.
1991,1992, and 1993.
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International Military Education and Training

In light of the withdrawal of the U.S. bases from the Philippines, U.S. training of
Philippine military students is more, not less, important. That increased
importance is reflected in the request for IMET funds submitted in the
Congressional Presentation for Security Assistance Programs for 1993. However,
while U.S. economic and military assistance are being substantially reduced in
1993, IvET dollars are being only marginally trimmed (see Table 4.1). 22

On the other hand, since the withdrawal of the U.S. bases from the Philippines,
over 250 on-the-job training (OMT) courses formerly conducted at Clark Air Base
and Subic Bay Naval Base will have to be absorbed into the formal CONUS
training program. Whereas OJT used to be a cheap and easily accessible training
opportunity, it will now compete for the annual IMET funds. Moreover,

extended IMET (IvMET-E) funding will come from the general IMET funds,
further limiting the numbers of non-IMET-E courses the Philippines will be able
to afford. Some of this burden will be offset by the reassignment of dollars and
training quotas from the PC to the military services, 23 but this reassignment
cannot compensate for the reduction completely.

Funding is a very serious issue for the AFP. In comparison with Thailand, which
suffers a surplus of students waiting to take the limited number of seats allocated
in U.S. courses, the numbers of Philippine students sent for CONUS training are
limited by the Philippine government's ability to pay expenses for each student.

Table 4.1

IMET as a Portion of Total Military Assistance
(in $ thousands), by Year

1991 1992 1993

Total foreign
assistance 455,440 397,112 156,397

Military assistance 200,000 200,000 45,000
IMET 2,600 2,800 2,450

SOURCE: U.S. Congress, Congrssional Prnntationfor
Security Assistancr Pognns, FYs 1991,1992, and 1993.

22Military assistance includes foreign military financing and IMETP. See the annual US.
Congress Con gresional Prusentationfbr Securty Assistance Pwognwms.

23The PC has been subsumed by the Philippine National Police, as have the narcotics command
and the integrated national police. The PNP is under the jurisdiction of the department of the interior
rather than the department of defense, so Foreign Military Sales (FMS) funding is completely
cancelled and IMET funding ended 30 May 1992. Telephone interviews with LTC Thomas Broz,
former chief of rAining JUSMAG Philippines, Manila, 14 July 1992, and LTC Charles Krueger
Headquarters, US. Pacific Command, Hawaii, 15 July 1992.
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Although the United States pays the travel and living allowance (TLA) for the

Philippine students, the Philippine Department of Defense still pays what it calls
"counterpart" funds, which pay for expenses not met by TLA. Such funds are in

short supply and severely circumscribe the numbers of students who can study
in the United States.24

IMET training for the Philippines is intended to allow the United States to

* retain contact and influence with the Philippine military in the absence of the

day-to-day relationship that existed prior to the base withdrawal;

" uphold its R.P.-U.S. Mutual Defense Treaty responsibilities;

* ensure that the Philippine military is competent and compatible with the

United States' military;

* maximize joint training and interoperability as outlined in the East Asian

Strategy Initiative; and

• continue to support democracy and human rights in the Philippines.25

To that end, Philippine troops have been trained in a variety of courses. Between

1988 and 1991, the U.S. Army courses most attended by Filipinos, with a total of

10 or more Philippine attendees over the four-year period, are listed in Table 4.2.

Upon completion of their U.S. training, Philippine military personnel are
required to spend two to three years training their counterparts in the skills they

acquired in the United States. Ideally, this practice should result in a completely
independent Philippine training capability. In reality, however, the need for
qualified personnel in the field takes precedence over instruction. Moreover, the

Philippines simply cannot afford to provide the same quality of training that the

United States provides.

Basic training aids and equipment are in short supply, to say nothing of more
technically advanced training equipment, and training facilities are in poor

condition. Nonetheless, the AFP's training program development is progressing,
various equipment needs have been identified, and training workshops are being

conducted to help develop the most efficient and effective possible overall
training program.26

24Telephone interviews with JUSMAG Philippines training branch personnel, 13 July 1992.

25LTC Thomas Broz, FY 93-94 Philippines Two-Yor Training Plan, JUSMAG Philippines,
February 1992, p. 9.

26Broz, 1992, p. 11.
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Table 4.2

Most-Attended U.S. Army Courses, Philippine Troops

Course No. of Students (1989-91)
Instructor Training (various courses) 97
Allied Officer Preparation-infantry Officer

Advanced 48
Infantry Officer Advanced 47
Specialized English Language Training 40
Small Arms Repair 26
Ranger 26
Quartermaster Officer Advanced 26
International Intelligence Officer Basic 24
Supply and Service Management Officer* 22
Radio Repairer* 22
Personnel Management Specialist- 22
Unit Supply Specialist 19
Psychological Operations Unit Officer 19
Platoon Leader Development Course-

Non-Commissioned Officer Academy 19
Civil Affinrs 19
Basic Journalist 18
Military Police Officer Advanced 16
Materiel Handling and Storage Specialist 16
Software Analyst* 15
Psychological Officer is
International Officer Preparation 1s
Command and General Staff Officer s
Apprentice Criminal Investigation Division

Speial Agent 1s
Signal Officer Advanced Preparation-

International Officer 14
Signal Officer Advanced 14
Defense Inventory Management* 14
Operations Research System Analysis

Military Application I 13
Transportation Officer Advanced 12
Public Affirs O 12
Observer Med/Health/Hygiene-CONUS 12
Branch Automation Officer* 12
Special Formal Training-Military Police 11
Technical Ammunition 10
On-the-job Administrative Training-

CONUS* 10
Army Maintenance Management 10

SOURCE Country Training Extract, Philippines, by Country, School, Course per
FY, Security Assistance Training Field Agency (SATFA), 1992.

NOTE The italicized courses are of particular utility to internal defense and
development. The asterisked courses have carryover potential for building up
human capital in skills useful for internal development
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Between 1950 and 1990, the United States trained 20,711 Philippine military

students. The career length of US.-trained Philippine military personnel varies

more than that of their Thai counterparts. Although the AFP contractually

requires five years of service following US. training, personnel may remain in

the military as few as two years or until retirement age.2 7 In most cases, military

students trained in technical skills will have somewhat shorter military careers

because they can earn substantially higher salaries working for Saudi Arabian

and other foreign businesses. Those students trained in professional and

management skills are more likely to have longer military careers, ranging, on

average, between 20 and 30 years.2 Even if one assumes an average military

career length to be between 10 and 20 years, the United States had trained 4-6

percent of the entire 1990 AP (see Table 4.3).29

Measures of Influence

Yet, as in Thailand, numbers trained do not adequately represent the

effectiveness of US. training in the Philippines. The same three multipliers

obtain:

* US.-trained officers train their counterparts upon their return from the

United States;

Table 4.3

Percentage of AFP Officers with In-CONUS U.S. Training,
by Length of Carew

Length of Career (yr)

Year 5 10 20 30

1965 12 19 23 23
1975 1 4 11 13
1985 1 1.5 5 10
1990 2.5 4 6 15

SOURCE Fomezgn Msiuy Sales, Foragni Militay Consftution
Sak, and MiliWy Assistan Fkats, Washington, D.C.: Defense
Security Assistance Agency (DSAA), Comptroller, Data
Management Division, annual.

2 7 prellminary telephone interview with LTC Thomas Broz, Chief, Joint Training Branch,
JUSMAG Philippines, Manila, May 1992.

nTrephone interviews with JUSMAG Philippines triing branch personnel, 13 July 1992.
"This average could be low. LTC Charles Krueger suggests that most US.-trained Philippine

military students are carerists. He points out that they are very carefully selected for their long-term
potential. Telephone interview, LTC Charles Krueger, HQ USPACOM, 15 July 1992.
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* The US. trains a disproportionate number of leaders; and

* The training conducted by the Philippine military relies heavily on U.S.
doctrine, training manuals, and equipment.

U.S.-Trained Officers Become Trainers. Upon their return, the graduates of
foreign training are generally assigned as trainers in the Philippine training

command in accordance with US. regulations regarding appropriate utilization
of U.S.-trained students.3

Students are supposed to act as instructors for two to three years before being
placed in other positions appropriate to their training. The JUSMAG verifies that
returning students are appropriately placed by debriefing them upon their return
to the Philippines from US, trainig it then follows up on their careers over the
next three years with information provided by the APP.31 Unlike
JUSMAGTHAI, the Philippines JUSMAG does not intend to independently
confirm the utilization of US-trained military personnel Not only are they
satisfied that the AFP provides accurate information, but they argue that there is
not sufficient JUSMAG staffing to undertake such an effort. Furthermore, they
question whether the Philippines would allow independent US. verification 32

Nonetheless, many returning students do not perform as instructors because they
are so urgently needed in the field. US.-trained troops may therefore provide
very little instruction before returning to combat Those students who are able to
fulfill their instruction requirements will, as in Thailand, develop their own
courses and use their retainable instruction materials (RIM) as training manuals.
Their efforts are handicapped, however, by the inadequate training facilities and
insufficient training materials available to them. Unlike the Thais, for example,
the Filipinos have not developed basic courses that the U.S. deems adequate for
preparing Filipinos for advanced instruction in the United States. Many times,
Philippine military students who have taken basic training in the Philippines will
have to repeat it in the United States as a prerequisite for taking a U.S. advanced
course.33

U.S. Trains Potential Leaders. Only 2 percent of AFP officers come from foreign
schools and/or direct commissions. The other 98 percent are trained at the

30Broz 1992, . S.
31Telephone intemiews with JUSMAG Philippines trainin branch persmnel, 13 July 1992.
32Telephone interview, LTC Thomas Bmz, foramer Chief of Training, JUSMAG Philippines, 14

July 1992.
33This is true deqte the fact that Philippine officers have an imense advantage over their

Thai cornterparts: Their entire education has been in English, whereas the Thais must learn English
to qualify for training in the United States.
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Philippine Military Academy (PMA), the Citizen Military Training (CMT;
formerly ROTC), and Officers Candidate School (OCS).3 Nonetheless, many of
the highest ranking Philippine officers are US.-tramed, indicating the

significance of US. training. The Philippine selection process for candidates for
US. study is rigorous: Only the top students are chosen, both as a reward and in

consideration of the long-term development of the military. The new President
of the Republic of the Philippines Fidel Ramos, for example, is a West Point

graduate. Aquino's Chief of Staff General Lisandro Abadia, AFP, and Director
General Nazareno, PNP, also received US. training, as did Major General Louvin
Abadia of the Philippine Air Force and Lieutenant General Flores, the AFP Vice
Chief of Staff under Aquino.35 The heads of each of the armed services under
Aquino were graduates of U.S. training, as well.

Philippine Military Uses US. Doctrine and Training Manuals. Training within
the Philippine military is strongly influenced by US. doctrine and training
practices. The Philippine Military Academy is patterned after West Point, and
other Philippine training institutions have adopted elements of the U.S.
curriculum and use US. trining and field manuals as the basis of their
instruction. However, US. training materials are often outdated, and are found
in limited supply and only at central training institutions. 36 The former chief of
training for the Philippines JUSMAG claimed that he received requests for US.
training materials from the first day of his assignment to the last.37

Such materials do not adequately address the specific threats faced by the AFP.
Therefore-and in contrast to the Thai armed forces--the Philippine military is
attempting to develop its own appropriate doctrine and training manuals. Thus,
in January 1988, the AFP reorganized its training and doctrine structure to
include a separate staff element comparable to the United States' Training and
Doctrine Command (TRADOC). The new office of the Deputy Chief of Staff of
Education and Training (J-8) is responsible for doctrinal development and
training management, including the allocation of foreign school spaces among
the services.

Economic impediments have slowed the J-8"s progress, however. Funds are
inadequate for reproducing training and doctrinal literature for all the units and

3 u. Army Trming oard, 19 , p.1 S.
35Mqor Genmer Abadla will be inducted into the Air University Hal of Fame in the near future,

and Liuterat General Flores wa inducted in absentia into the Leavenworth Hall of Fame.
36U. Army Training ord, 1969, p. 11.
37Tdephone interview with LTC Thomas Urz, former Chief of Trainin, JUSMAG PhMlippnes

14 July 1992.
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intitutiom that require it 3s All the maor service training facilities in the
Philippines continue to suffer foinmdequate and/or insufficient traming aids,
tehia orders, manuals, student study guides, cassroom handouts, diagrams,
work.heets, training ammunition, cassrooms, and all other training support
facilities. 39

Noneteless, in November 1989 the AFP published its "AFP Education and
Training Philosophy" pamphlet to serve as the capstone manual for all AFP
c.tral md satellite training institutions. For fighting the insurgenies, the AFP
also adopted the vCampuig Strategy, a tactical strategy proposing a poliy of
"gradual constriction" using intelligence, civil-military operations, and combat
operatiom. This doctrine, like the Thais" COI doctrine, is independently
derived and distinct fim US. counterinsurgency doctrine.

Internal Defense and Development, and
Democratization

Like the Thai armed forces, the Philippime military has developed its own
approac to cnc mak US. training in COIN and other forms of
internal defense largdy inappropriate to Philippine needs. However, U.S.
training effot in the last few years have placed increasing emphasis on the
Philippine military's tactical COIN sills.

The United States does train Philippine military students in natimbulding skills
and actively promotes internal development operafas 40 Each year, for
example, the United States gives the fhlpie economic support funds (MMP to
support rural and agricultural development, thereby helping to reduce the
appeal of the insurenam 4 1 During the V'tnm War, when President Marcos

was rapidly inceasirg the military's civic action missiot, the United States
rewarded t Philippines for its dispath of a Cvic Action Group to Vietnam
with approximately $16 million in engineering and constructio eqUipment 2

The Department of Defense supported this policy by stating that it would
"contribute to [the Philippinesi internal security and civic action programs, both
of which, in turn, would contribute to long-standing U.S. objectives in the

38SU. Army Tnin &oard, 19M, pp. &-.I

40Tdepow intew with LTC Thoma Dmz BMd LTC CrWles Kruenger,, 14 and 15 July 1992

4113S ,CoMpas, ConmsbxI I~hIbt fSeawiy Asuima Aogv, aSnU&L
42Amog oe this, bdudin diet ca.
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Philippine.-'3 More recenttly, folowing the natural disasters in the Philippines,
the United States made engineering equipment available to the Philippine

military under the Hum aria Assistance Program and under 506(A)
presidential drawdown authority. That equipment is now being put to use
building roads and improving traspration capabilities."

The training contributim to this effort has been less conspicuous. Most training

in civic action, for example, is conducted through joint-combined exercises, such

as those held mually at Balikatan. The JUSMAG Philippines does suggest to

the Philippine military that interuttional military students take courses in

engineering and other nation-building skills, such as medicine and
communications, when it is dear that the Philippine military has such a

requirnment 5 Thus, between 1968 and 1991, 123 Philippine army personnel

were trained either in medical or engineering skills in the United States, and

anote 12 students were trained in transportation skil Philippine army
students also took courses in logistics, management, public affairs, joumalism,
accounting and resource management, military policing, computer skills, law,
psychologial operations, and advanced officer courses. In all, such courses
represented 33 percent of all training provided by the US. Army to Philippine

military students.46 This is not to say that 33 percent of all trainig provided to

the Philippine military in those four years was IDAD oriented; but 33 percent

was clearly IDAD applicable.

Whereas such training is problematic in Thailand because it may prepare the

military to compete head-to-head with the private sector, the opposite problem

occurs in the Philippine US. technical training provides low-paid Philippine
troops with the opportunity for obtaining much higher salaries outside the
military. Many technicians therefore retim early from the military to work in
private corporations. Moreover, because foreign corporations can pay higher

'3Coumptle Genera of the United Stats. MidiwyAsustne and CoMMiment in Mhe
Phi"h, Report to d Congress, Wahington, D.C ComptrolerGmiema of the United State
B-13335, 12 Apri 9 .

44Written inteview with CCL Ridhr K. Taylor, Chief, WAG Phtilippines, Manila, 12 May
1992.

4un JUSm AlG m he JwUA G Pippines is actively involved in the hippine
military's couseoection; pr wls Th ,,rtnlycaig reqwurements of the Phiippine military
mae itting the saue standard trining list each year uThere is thus an active
ntrdse betw the AP and the JUSAAG Philippieto which courses are mnt

needed at any given tim. Telephone Interview with LTC Thoma Broz, 14 July 199n
46c= Trun Etc by Cout, Sdod, wd Cowse per FY. pmvided by SATFA. Va., 24 JuWy

1992. The courses were categorized by the author with help hom an Army officer familiar with
coumse co, The c-t-gorzatons an illustrative rather than definitive. Te US Army provides
the bulk of training to the -hlippi Although both the US. Air Force and Navy offer significant
trining, Anmy figures provide a fair representation of the kinds of training the Philippines received
from the United State.
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salaries and have higher demantd for such skills than Philippine businesses,
]Filipinos tend to emigrate. Although such emigration results in significant
financial remittances to the Phiippinies each year, it also prevents the Philippines
froat using US. training to build up its domestic technical capabilities.47

Finally, civic action efforts cannot outweigh the political damage caused by the
militarys human-rights abuses. Whereas civic action is intended to win the
hearts and minds of the people by providing them with inproved tasotto
and facilities, human-rights abuses, threaten people' very lives, destroy families,
and generate hatred and fear. The worst human-rights abuses, occur in the areas
where the military and insurgents are in direct cofotain and are committed
by both sides. The Philippine military has thus Justified its own abuses of human
rights by claiming that they are no worse than those perpetrated by the
insurgents. Although President Aquino rejected thids argument and announced
her intention to prosecute military human-rights abusers, she was forced to back
down under intense pressure from her military, which argued that to prosecute
the military while giving anesty to the insurgents was to send the wrong
message and subscribe to a dangerous double standard.48

Human rights is oe of the issues that IMET-E is intended to address. Wrhether
thee would be interest in the Philippines for an IME-E human-rights course is
not yet known. As of 1992,4 no DW~-E taining had been scheduled in the
Philippines, but the APP has already requested two seats in the Defense Resource
Management Course at Monterey for 1993 .50 AUMAG personnel are discussing
the program with the APP services. Although the training officers express
hti ntees in UIME courses, they are concerned that such courses must be paid for
out of general NEMT funds. This concern is all the more significant given that the
allocation of $2.4 million for 1993 fell from 1992's $2.8 million-a small dip

471 amb to be mre truim rFlipinos trained as air forcm or naval tedmidaws Haiimewn
e ianar most om died. Nonetheless, ekaud raie in anledutical AMdf can usuai6

maie more -- m-y ouasie ismiary. SwadiAmbl, n aricla, hishird husands ofFilipin
teiiamany Ow en U.S-taimed, in a variety of fields. Telephonte kdeuviews with JUSMAG
Fh pauumm,2 J199,'teepn teervie--w wit LCaaKniep, HQ UWACOM,

4 hle the U.S Cogw President Aqulno's ados. Mn mport of'"uman rigts
thereIs sam eRdonethtldS Reagan agreed with the ilipn miltary.
FMPfwo 2k7iwhs Cfte G Cpo, New Yo&l Awn"sty Jntemna im 992 'esituation of Human
Ri Wt ad Deawuatidc Reconstruction in the nh~lpInes,- DC MNM, Human Right No.4,
1 Setme1991; Fbekr 1987, p.213 7.

*nwPhlppn Air Force did send a civilian officer for triigin a COIJUS financial eouc
cournein 12,bthsattutdanc at tde course was funded unerth eneral VAET program, not
fld"r-

-VUetr funding sdows up for tOe end of the year, the two courses at Mont"e could be
handed out of 1992 general IMET funds
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relative to the overall reduction in financial assistance to the Philippines, but 14

percent fewer IMET dollars is a substantial amount for such a small program.s1

It is clear, however, that issues of civil-military relations, human rights, and

defense resource management are pertinent to the situation in the Philippines,
where the military-especially rebel groups like RAM and YOU-is showing
increased interest in politics, human-rights abuses continue to drive people into

the arms of the insurgents, and the defense resources are so limited that such

things as training manuals and basic equipment are in short supply. On the

other hand, as the Philippines faces increasig responsibility for its own external

defense and the insurgencies show no sign of abating. it appears unlikely that the
military will choose to channel declining IMET funds into IMET-E instead of into

tactical, technical, and professional training to help it combat the many threats it

faces.

Concluding Observations

Although internal defense and development are important missions for the

Phfippine military, only one-third of US. trainrg provided to the Phlippines
between 1988 and 1991 was applicable to these areas. On the one hand, the AFP

has developed its own COIN strategy and therefore requires little internal

defense training from the United States; cn the other hand, although the United

States provided substantial financial support and equipment for rural
development activities prior to the forced withdrawal of its bases, actual training

in civic action is mostly limited to joint-combined exercises. The JUSMAG
Philippines, nonetheless, includes nation-building as one of the goals supported
by U.S. training.

It is clear that both the Philippine government and military could benefit from

exposure to the theoretical and practical issues IMET-E is intended to address.

Democracy remains tenuous in the Philippines in the aftermath of Marcos'

"presidency": The government is still riddled with corruption, and democratic

institutions continue to be misused. Moreover, the Philippine military has lost its

traditional respect for civilian authority, continues to perpetrate brutal human-

rights abuses, and has failed to stamp out the two insurgencies that have plagued

the country for more than 20 years. Finally, the Philippines' internal and external
defense efforts are threatened by the country's persistent lack of financial

resources and would benefit from improved defense resource management.

STehphone interview with MSG Nick Canor, USMAG Philippines, 15 July 1992.
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T1e JUSMAG Philippines is successfully promoting IMET-E to the AFP, which
has exprsed interest in such courses. However, the AFP has indicated that it
will not feel free to select IE- courses as long as they must be financed out of

the general IME funds. Technical and tactical training will continue to take
precedence over such courses, especially given the decline in IMET funds in 1993,

the Philippines' new need for external defense capabilities, and the ongoing
cou =gency efforts. Like Thaiand, the Philippines provides a fertile
envnromt for IMEF-E but cannot afford to sacrifice more traditional courses
for such training. And, as in Thailand, for the United States to require that the
Philippines use some of its limited IMET funds for IMET-E can only be expected
to breed resentment, thus undermining one of the fundamental goals of the IMET
program: cooperative and mutually beneficial military-to-military and
government-to-overnment relations.
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5. Comparing the Two Cases

U.S. Interests and Efforts

Thailand and the Philippines have both assumed strategic significance to the
United States: Both countries have allowed the United States to base troops on
their soil, both have defense agreements with the United States, and both rely
heavily on the United States for equipment, materiel, and other defense
resources. U.S. training is a mark of prestige in each country, and U.S. doctrine
and training manuals are the basis for each country's own training.

US. relations with the Philippines could not overcome the shadow of
colonialism, however. Despite cooperative arrangements and a mutual defense
treaty, tension has characterized the relationship between the two countries,
eventually leading the Philippine Senate to demand the withdrawal of the last
two US military bases in the Philippines by December 1992. Even the base
withdrawal was tinged with acrimony: Then-President Corazon Aquino
requested that the US. Navy leave behind one of the three floating docks used at
Subic Bay; the United States refused on the grounds that US. law precluded
offering removable equipment to the Philippines as long as it was still required
by a US. agency.1

The base removal will have a significant effect on the Philippine military: It has
already resulted in a dramatic reduction of US. military and economic support
and has meant the loss of 40,000 Philippine jobs at Clark and Subic Bay in the
volcano-devastated Luzon region. Although the United States will help the

Philippine military maintain existing equipment, it has not offered sufficient
Foreign Military Sales FMS) creditsupon which the financially strapped

Philippine military has depended-4or the Philippines to buy new equipment.
More of the Philippines' military funds and resources will have to be spent on
external defense, leaving less for internal defense despite the ongoing communist
and Muslim insurgencies. It is likely that fewer joint exercises will be held with
the Philippines now that the bases have been withdrawn, and the inexpensive
on-the-job-training (OJT) provided at the bases is no longer possible, either.

1Tasker, Rodney, -Sour Lrve-Talnv Wrangle over Navy Facilibtes Mars US. Withdrawalv
Far Batm Lanomic Review, 30 April 1992, p. 19.
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Moreover, although IMET funds have not been reduced by as much as other

financial and military support, they have still been trimmed by 14 percent The

Philippines are therefore faced with more training requirements and fewer
training funds.

In contrast, US. relations with Thailand are more positive. Despite the May 1992

violence in Bangkok and the suspension of U.S. security assistance between the

February 1991 coup and the September 1992 elections, the United States

maintains a positive image and working relationship not only with the Thai

military but with the civilian government and public, as welL Indeed, U.S.

military assistance resumed immediately following the elections in the fall of

1992. Even when MEVT funds were suspended, moreover, Thailand continued

buying U.S. arms and military equipment and Thai military personnel paid their

own way to the United States for observation tours. 2

The single concern is that the declining numbers of Thai military students trained

in the United States, while without significant short-term implications for the

U.S.-Thai relationship, will have implications for 20 years down the road, when

this generation of military students begins to enter the Thai leadership without

the professional and emotional ties to the United States that the current

leadership possesses.

Internal Defense and Development

Internal defense and development play an important role in both Thailand and

the Philippines. The Thai military has taken full advantage of its IDAD mission,

claiming that the fight against communist insurgents is still in its last stages,

despite the virtual end of the insurgency in the mid-1980s. By continuing to

"fight communism," the RTARF has justified involvement in domestic politics,

maintained a presence nationwide, and continued to expand its nr i'on-building

role. The Thai military has thus been capable not only of maintaining the status
quo but of broadening its mission at a time when Thailand is facing neither

internal nor external threats.

The Philippine military, on the other hand, is combating ongoing insurgencies

and is suddenly responsible for defining, and preparing for, the Philippines'

external defense. Internal defense and development are not merely a justification

for forces in the Philippines but a means of guaranteeing the republic's continued
survival Unfortunately, many of the efforts the military makes in internal

2 nteview with Deputy Chief of Mission Victor Tonseth, US. Embassy, Bangkok, June 1992.

L
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defense and development are offset by the military's brutal human-rights abuses,
which tend to generate both active and passive support for the various
insurgents.

The United States does not train many Thai or Philippine military students in
IDAD-related skills. Both the AFP and the RTARF have overtly rejected U.S.
COIN doctrine and have independently developed their own COIN strategies,
making U.S. training in internal defense inappropriate. Nor has the United
States provided undue amounts of internal development training to either
country. Although the Philippines have in the past received substantial
economic-support funds for rural and agricultural development, civic action
training was mostly limited to joint-combined exercises, and training in technical
skills appropriate to nation-building was not a priority. In Thailand, as well,
most civic action training takes place as part of joint exercises, and the Thais have
developed adequate in-country training capabilities in internal development
skills, such as engineering and communications. Both countries prefer to use the
limited IMET funds they receive for financing mostly conventional training in
skills, concepts, and capabilities that they can receive only in the United States.

Democratization

Both the Philippines and Thailand could benefit from improved civil-military
relations. In Thailand, the military has dominated the government since the coup
that overthrew the monarchy in 1932, and, despite recent setbacks, the RTARF
retains real political and economic power. Thai civilian governments,
furthermore, have been routinely corrupt and incompetent, making military
intervention a politically expedient option.

As the Thai middle class grows, however, Thais are beginning to demand real
democracy with real political representation of their interests. These new
attitudes led to the May 1992 demonstrations and riots and to the political
changes in their aftermath. The situation in Thailand remains extremely volatile,
although there is a consensus that the events of May 1992 represented a
watershed in the Thai political system. Although the military retains a
significant amount of political and economic control in Thailand, it has come
under increased public scrutiny and is confronting pressure for change.

The Philippine military, in contrast, had a 60-year tradition of respect for civilian
authority before Ferdinand E. Marcos began to subvert that tradition by bringing
military leaders into his government and involving them in its corruption. When
Marcos declared martial law in 1972, he changed the course of the AFP's
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development. It grew quickly but became inefficient and ineffectual. Moreover,
an entire generation of officers was trained under martial law.

The overthrow of the Marcos government could not have been accomplished
without the support of much of the military. But AFP participation in that actior.
further defined its new self-image. Some senior Philippine commanders realized
that the AFP could be actively involved in solving the Philippines' political

problems. Placed in high government positions, responsible for the daily
counterinsurgency efforts against the communists and the Muslims, AFP leaders

began to exert pressure on then-President Corazon Aquino. Although the more
radical military factions instigated the numerous coup attempts during Aquino's
presidency, the military in general appeared to be sympathetic to such
attempts--a complete reversal in attitude from the pre-Marcos Philippine
military.

The intent behind IMEI-E training is to address precisely such issues at their
civilian and military roots. At this time, the National Defense University is in the
process of developing a course specifically on the subject of civil-military
relations. Thai and Philippine military and civilian personnel have expressed
interest in such training, as well as in other IMET-E courses, such as the defense
resources management course. Particularly pertinent to the Philippine military
would be training in human-rights issues from a practical-not a moralistic-
standpoint Such training is foreseen under IMFr-E; at present, human-rights

issues are addressed indirectly in a variety of U.S. military courses.

The clear problem confronting IMET-E is financial: IMET-E is currently funded
out of general IMET dollars, and both the Philippines and Thailand are facing
reduced IRET budgets and higher demands for courses. Although the two
countries have expressed theoretical interest in IMET-E, barring a separate pot of
money for such courses, it is unlikely that either the AFP or the RTARF will
sacrifice more practical training in tactics and technical skills for IMET-E courses.
Indeed, requiring the AFP and the RTARF to pay for IMET-E courses out of their
general IMET allocations can be expected not only to frustrate and anger them-
especially as they watch IMET funds going to civilians-but will further burden

the IMET program itself. It would not be surprising if both the AFP and the
RTARF began to turn to other providers of military training or to rely more
extensively on their own training. Both IMET and IMET-E deserve adequate
funding, especially given the relatively small number of dollars actually
required. 3

3The tal anmual budget for IMET falls near $47 million
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6. Conclusion: IMET Training,
Development, and Democratization-
Success or Failure?

Although international military education and training is a very small program
with a very small budget, it has an impact beyond its size. Not easily quantified
in terms of dollars and cents, the success of IMET lies in the prestige and quality

of U.S. training that motivate foreign countries to send their best and brightest
military students to courses in the United States. The United States has the
opportunity to expose friendly and allied nations' future leaders to the U.S.
system and culture, thus generating mutual understanding and durable working
relationships. Such exposure may not translate into direct influence-in neither

the Philippines nor Thailand could it be said that the military in general behaves
consistently with U.S. ideals, despite U.S.-trained leaders-but at the very least it
provides a common language (literally and figuratively) for negotiations.

IMET's influence is extended when foreign students return home and train their
counterparts in the skills and concepts they learned in the United States. Such

training occurs less frequently in Thailand and the Philippines than either these
countries or the United States might wish; however, because of the demand for
highly skilled, U.S.-trained military personnel, when such training occurs, it

serves to multiply the effects of IMET and familiarize foreign military personnel
who have never been trained by the United States with U.S. methodologies and

doctrine.

The effects of U.S.-trained foreign military personnel acting as instructors is
augmented by their use of retainable instructional materials (RIM) as manuals in

the courses they conduct. Indeed, both the AFP and the RTARF rely on U.S.
doctrine and training manuals for most of their in-country training.
Unfortunately, the manuals are often in short supply, outdated, and/or
inappropriate for the specific needs of the militaries. By steering foreign military
students toward the most useful and appropriate courses, the JUSMAGs in
Thailand and the Philippines can help ensure that the most appropriate skills and

materials are brought back home. The JUSMAG Philippines has been very
involved in the Philippine course selections, and JUSMAGTHAI is becoming
more involved in such programming than it has been in the past.

That said, IMET training nonetheless has obvious limitations:
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* It helps develop military-to-military relationships, but it does not guarantee

U.S. influence.

* It can expose foreign military students to U.S. culture, ideals, and values, but
it cannot guarantee that they will choose to-or be able to-reproduce them

in their own countries.

* It can improve individuals' military skills, but it cannot guarantee that they

will use them appropriately.

* It can provide training materials and experience, but it cannot guarantee that

a country will develop an independent training capability.

U.S.-trained military personnel were represented among both the rebel and the

loyal troops in the Philippine coup attempts. Despite years of exposure to U.S.
democracy, U.S.-trained senior Thai military officers continue to believe that the

military must play a central, paternalistic role in democratization. Whereas the

Philippine military was once strongly influenced by civilian control of the
military in the United States, that influence has waned, despite ongoing IMET
training. Exposure to U.S. values and mores has not prevented the Philippine
military from perpetrating human-rights abuses. Neither the Philippine nor the

Thai armed forces have developed an independent training capability in
conventional tactics or techniques, despite 40 years of U.S. training. U.S.
relations with the Thai and Philippine military leaderships are cordial and allow

for military cooperation in joint exercises, but they do not necessarily translate

into political influence.1

What is true of IMET training in general is equally true of the internal defense

and development (IDAD) training provided under IMET. For example, the
United States can train foreign militaries in civic action and other internal
development skills, but, as in Thailand, such training can be used to enrich the

military and extend its control over traditionally civilian enterprises and
responsibilities. Or, as in the Philippines, such training can be lost to the military

and the country as military technicians retire for higher paying civilian jobs in
foreign countries. Nor is U.S. training in IDAD skills a priority for the Thai and
Philippine militaries. Provided with limited IVET funds, both the Philippines

1The benefits and limits of IMET are discussed in Manolas, Spiro C., and Louis J. Samelson,
"Thw United States International Military Education and Training (IM) Program: A Report to
Congress," The DISAM Journal of International SECuity Assotance Management, VoL 12, No. 3, Spring
1990, pp. 4-6.
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and Thailand prefer highly technical and/or advanced U.S. training in mostly
convenuonal skills.2

In summary, IMET training is, as the U.S. Ambassador to Thailand pointed out, a
means of exposing foreign military students to the United States, thereby
providing the United States with improved military-to-military relations and
avenues of influence. It is only secondarily an assistance program. Through the
IMET program, thousands of U.S.-trained military students have risen to
positions of prominence in their own countries: In many cases they have then
afforded the United States foreign policy opportunities it may otherwise not have
had.3 Furthermore, IMET is a relatively low-budget program: It does not have
to have 100 percent success to be successful Influencing some foreign leaders,

having an impact on the training and doctrine of many foreign countries, and
maintaining cooperative military-to-military relationships are clear benefits of

the program.

Even as a secondary gain, however, the security assistance value of IMET should
not be squandered:

* JUSMAG training branch personnel should be adequately trained and

prepared for their positions;

" JUSMAGs should be interactively involved in advising their host nations in
the course selection process to ensure that the most appropriate courses are
taken and that IMET funds are efficiently used;

* JUSMAGs should make a concerted effort to track the careers of U.S.-hained
personnel and to maintain contact with such personnel so that the
relationships forged during CONUS training are reinforced once students
return home;

" the counterproductive use of suspending IMET as a form of sanction should

no longer be practiced-it only serves to cut off ties with foreign militaries at
a time when relations are more important than ever.

2Cleariy, some of the skills are applicable to both IDAD and more conventional military
missions, e.g& training in engineerin& communications, constabulary, and medical skills. A good deal
of training in IDAD is therefore circumstantial rather than intentionaL Once they have developed a
capability in theme skills, countries can put them to use however they choose. Even so, in cases such
as the Philippines and Thailand, such training makes up a very small proportion of overall training
provided by the United States. One JUSMAG Philippines staff member estimated that such training
constitutes 7-10 percent of the total annual IME" training. Even less IDAD training is provided to the
Thai military.

3 manolas and Samelson, 1990, Appmdix K
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Finally, the IMEI-E program should not be implemented half-heartedly. The
concept blends the best aspects of IMET's security assistance role with its intent
to promote US. values and democratization, and has been received favorably by
foreign militaries. Both the Thai and the Philippine military, for example, have
expressed interest in IMET-E courses. Yet, by requiring IMET-E courses to be
funded out of general IMET monies, especially at a time when IMEr funds are
being reduced in many countries, Congress is further sapping the already-limited
IMET funds while at the same time making IMET-E a burden rather than an
opportunity for host nations. Given the relatively nominal amount of money 'hat
would be required to fully fund both these programs, Congress should
reconsider this policy and create a separate source of funding for IMET-E.
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